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Weekend Conference Examines Criminal Justice, Education
Former FBI agent Powers delivers keynote address on prison reform, war on drugs
By JASON HIRSCHHORN

Assistant News Editor
In a weekend conference entitled “No More Prisons: Edu¬
cation, Not Incarceration,” students and guests from all back¬
grounds came together to learn about and reflect on our
nation’s prison system. The conference featured everything
from spoken-word poetry performances, to a lecture by a
former FBI agent, to a panel discussion on the role of educa¬
tion in our prison systems. Students associated with the New
World Coalition and SEED (the college’s new literary maga¬
zine), organized the conference, with the JCC, Amandla, the
Education Department, Women of Color and a Crafts Grant
helping to sponsor the weekend.
The weekend events began on Friday night with a spokenword poetry reading in the Muskie Archives. Anansi and
Ibrahim from the Boston based group Urban Griots performed
with dj skinny b, the resident deejay'for Whatsup Magazine’s
weekly hip-hop night. Bates students Unyi Agba, Mariam
Grant, Alake Pilgrim, Ben Griessinger and Brent Shuttleworth
all performed spoken-word poetiy.
Dr. Tyrone Powers, a former FBI agent and the current Di¬
rector of the Institute of Criminal Justice at the University of
Maryland, gave the conference’s keynote address on Satur¬
day afternoon. In his introduction of Dr. Powers, student Ben
Griesinger spoke about the shift in our nation’s prisons from
being a state-run enterprise, to a privatized industry. The state
governments use contract labor to build the prisons, while the

Continued on Page 8

Assembly Reviews
State Sex-Ed Bill,
Seats Committees
in Busy Session

Panel members address the audience at last weekend’s “No More Prisons” conference

Harward and Students Agree
to Create OneCard Committee
Student, faculty, staff committee to decide “policy question”

By WILL COGHLAN

By DAVID WELIVER

News Editor

Assistant News Editor

At first it seemed that last night’s RA meeting might not
reach quorom, but by the time the meeting got underway,
the full agenda held representatives an extra ten minutes to
work through the business at hand.
The first matter of business came in President
Surdukowski’s opening call for “action reports” from the
floor. Copies of a bill that is scheduled to go before a Maine
State Educational Policy Committee had been distributed,
and Junior Katie Reinhalter opened the meeting with an
explanation of the bill which proposed a system of sex edu¬
cation in Maine’s elementary and secondary schools.
The bill is general in its terminology, but included as first
priority under the section on “Sex education and sexually
transmitted diseases,” an, “emphasis on sexual abstinence
as the only completely reliable method of avoiding unwanted
teenage pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases." But
it was article H, the final article under that section, that drew
the most criticism from the assembly. The article called for,
“An emphasis, provided in a factual manner and from a pub¬
lic health perspective, that homosexuality is not a lifestyle
acceptable to the general public.”
Reinhalter explained that she is organizing a group of
students to travel to Augusta on Thursday to voice disap¬
proval of the bill. Comments from the floor were plentiful,
and all repeated the theme of distaste.
“The bill clearly does not foster a safe, tolerant atmo¬
sphere in our schools,” said senior Kate McGowen.
The idea was introduced that the Assembly could possi¬
bly pass a resolution voicing unanimous disapproval of the
bill, but there was concern that the RA should not endorse
the majority opinion and silence the minority in this type of
issue.
The meeting progressed to an election of two students to
the committee that will be responsible for selecting the first
Jessie Withrow Memorial Chem-Free Leadership Award. In

|
|

Student supporters of the “OneCard” system met with
President Donald Harward and Treasurer of the College
Peter Fackler on Friday to present them with a petition signed
by 781 students in support of implementing an electronically
j
controlled building access network, dubbed OneCard, at
Bates.
j
At the conclusion of the hour-long discussion, Harward
and Fackler endorsed the creation of a student-faculty-staff
j
committee that would evaluate the need for a key-card ac¬
cess system at Bates. An additional review of the financial
feasibility of the system would take place this summer only
if the committee determines that security needs for the sys¬
tem are warranted and that the system would represent a
positive change on campus.
Leaders of the OneCard campaign Geoff Hart, Andy
Stanton and Bridie McGreavy addressed the president in his
office along with the support of Robbie Ruttmann and Rep¬
resentative Assembly President Jay Surdukowski, present¬
ing both this year’s petition and a copy of last year’s unani¬
mous RA resolution in support of using a OneCard for ac¬
cess control.
The students opened their case by saying that the first
priority of the OneCard system is safety in residence halls,
citing specific examples of security breaches such as last
year’s intruder in a Moody House shower. Students empha¬
sized that propped doors are an inevitable and virtually
undefeatable shortcoming of the traditional key system now
in place.
Stanton noted that there is, “pretty much unilateral sup¬
port for this,” as directors of both campus security and physi¬
cal plant have endorsed a OneCard system. Hart and others
emphasized statistics showing that many sister schools with
OneCard systems in place see a dramatic reduction in cam¬
pus crime, but was careful to point out a OneCard system is
not a total solution to dorm security.
Continued on Page 7
Harward applauded the students’ passion and convinc¬
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ing arguments, but went on to say “We need to talk about all
arguments as objectively as possible and ask ourselves if
the OneCard is viable.” Harward was also skeptical of the
perceived impenetrability of a OneCard system, wondering
if students would be able to figure out a way to “technologi¬
cally prop” an electronically-controlled door.
Haiward presented the students with the findings of the
Facilities Access Review Board, a committee in place from
1994-96 that was responsible for evaluating the need for such
a OneCard system. The same committee that implemented
the BatesCard as a dining hall, library, and ATM access card,
stated concern in its report for, “real and perceived inequi¬
ties among local residents regarding access to the College,”
and hence did not recommend the card be used for access to"
college buildings.
Haiward emphasized that the OneCard is, “not an item
but a process,” that involves numerous facets and must be
continually evaluated for its efficiency and impact on cam¬
pus culture. Haiward spoke of student interest in creating
electronic access control to buildings a possible indication
that the OneCard needs to be brought to the next step.
Addressing the concern of the OneCard’s price-tag, Hart
pushed the fact that since 1996, costs for a computer server
and software to run the system have come way down, but
Haiward responded, “that’s not where the real cost is.”
OneCard supporters estimated the cost of adding elec¬
tronic access control to be about $500,000, although Harward
believed the total cost would be more.
While the group argued that student safety should be a
first priority in the college’s budget, Harward warned, “It’s
not fair to put cost as a proxy for the safety of a student.”
When students asked for a complete review of the finan¬
cial feasibility of the project by the end of this academic year,
Fackler protested that such a probe would be impossible in
just over a month’s time. Fackler highlighted the need to
evaluate the total cost of a project, including what, if any,
money such a system might save the college.
At the end of the discussion Harward and Fackler agreed

Continued on Page 6
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Letters to the Editor

Administration Must Respond To
EMS Funding Concerns
On October 31, 2000, eleven members of the Bates Community were trans¬
ported to St. Mary’s Hospital with severe alcohol poisoning. Three of these cases
were deemed life threatening and if not for the fast, brave and expert response of
Bates EMS, some or all of these lives may have been lost. In the aftermath, Dean
of Students E Celeste Branham commended the hard work of the unpaid EMS
student volunteers and enthusiastically proclaimed “They saved lives. I don’t know
how we could exist as safely or as effectively without them.” Associate Director of
Security Sherri Brooks called the efforts of EMS “heroic”.
Both prior and since that chaotic night last semester, Bates EMS has continu¬
ally provided invaluable services to the college and has made Bates a safer place
to live and learn. Despite their enormous contribution, however, The Student was
amazed to learn that neither the Dean’s office nor Health Services nor Security
provides Bates EMS with a stable annual budget, forcing the student officers of
the organization to plead for funding in front of the Representative Assembly
Budget Committee each and every year, along with all other student run clubs
and organizations. EMS is granted nearly $12,000 of yearly funding by the RA—
among the most of all clubs—and even this figure forces them to stretch their
resources to potentially dangerous levels.
Earlier this year, Bates EMS received a one-time grant of $1,000 out of the
Bates College Security budget to purchase a used vehicle that was converted into
a makeshift supply car. Security, always a friend of EMS, has continually pro¬
vided strong support but their already strapped budget can only cover a small
percentage of the funds needed. The vehicle that ended up being purchased is
shamefully substandard. The windshield is in need of replacement. Supplies in
the car have frozen and been ruined. Sometimes just getting it to start has been a
great effort. But even acquiring the funding for this car—the only one that met
the bare requirements that they could afford—was a burdensome effort at every
step. The Administration was reluctant to even provide auto insurance for the
vehicle and certainly offered no further financial support.
Now, as new budget allocations are announced in the coming days, Bates EMS
is running a debt of nearly $400 which will be subtracted from next year’s budget.
The Budget Committee isn’t even allowed to give them four-hundred extra dollars
to compensate for this loss. Most disturbing of all, if there were a string of nights
with multiple serious calls at any time from now until the end of the school year,
supplies could run out and even greater cuts would have to be made into next
year’s budget. Adding to the funding woes is the fact that calling Bates EMS a
“club” binds them to club rules such as the one precluding them from seeking
outside monetary donations or alumni support.
Other schools with strongEMS organizations such as Tufts, University of MaineOrono and St. Michaels all receive full support from either their respective cam¬
pus safety or health services. The Administration already supports certain stu¬
dent organizations such as this newspaper and all sports teams. They should
wise up to the fact that committing to a positive relationship between themselves
and Bates EMS is beneficial to the entire community. And pennies should not be
pinched when it comes to a service as vital as the one Bales EMS provides.
The people who donate hundreds of hours a semester to this organization do
not ask that they get paid. They simply want the materials and funds necessary
to do their jobs effectively. The Student calls on the College to respond to the
needs of Bates EMS.

Administration Should Not Be Blamed For
Dorm Damage Problems
To the Editor:
While last week’s leading editorial correctly questioned what measures are being taken
to combat dorm damage, its focus was skewed. The title alone is testament to this. The
administration’s lack of action should not be seen as the primary cause of ongoing dorm
damage as your editorial suggests. Instead, it seems criticism should focus on the individu¬
als committing the damage. It is ridiculous that people are unable to control their actions
while drinking to the degree that they commit the serious damage similar to that in Pierce
House. Even during my most intoxicated evenings I never feel the urge to create large holes,
break windows or tear doors from their hinges, and I often question what leads others to do
so.
My feelings seem to be in the minority though since students, including those respon¬
sible for last week’s editorial, seem to accept dorm damage as a normal part of student life.
My point is supported by The Student’s statement that the administration should not be
surprised if some other house or dorm requires evictions in the near future. The deans
SHOULD be surprised, as should the student body. By expecting dorm damageto happen and
regarding it as commonplace, we only add to the problem. While RA-00-40 would probably
reduce dorm damage, it is unfair to justify future destruction to residences because of the
bill’s lack of implementation. As students we should be responsible enough to refrain from
pernicious behavior, and bold enough to condone it when it occurs. The blame for present
dorm damage, and the solution for future damage, does not lie entirely with the administra¬
tion or RA-00-40, but with our attitudes as students.
Cheers,
Casey Saenger

Personal Attacks Offensive And Discredit
Surdukowski Review
To the editor:
This letter isn’t really a “Bates Student” caliber- letter, as I’m not writing to discuss a
matter of community importance or something of interest to the entire Bates campus, but I
think my opinion needs to be heard. I’m writing about a single sentence in one of your
reviewers’ columns. Jay Surdukowski’s review of “Isn’t it Romantic” is an interesting, well
thought out critique of the play; however, his careless use of language disturbed me. As a
friend of Nate Holt, I follow his career here at Bates with interest. Reading Surdukowski’s
review upset me. Jay has every right to his opinion that certain performances were unbe¬
lievable or dull, but to criticize an artist’s person is crossing the line. Calling Holt a “goofy
looking strange bedfellow” only served to detract from his review. Personal attacks are
unnecessary and show Surdukowski’s inexperience in writing reviews. I have no idea how
Nate took the review, but I was personally offended by the attack. As my RA president, I’d
expect him to show a level of common courtesy towards every sudent. Writing for a newspa¬
per gives someone a lot of power and a lot of input into other people’s thoughts; I hope Jay
understands the impact that he has on the people of Bates and learns to better use his
talents.
Thank you,
Andrew Walenga
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Addressing The Quiet Housing Debate
Administration Choice To Maintain Adams Hall Quiet Dorm Status May Be Unwise
By JOHN ZIEGLER
Opinion Writer
I had the fortune recently to be able to at¬
tend the open meetingwith the faculty’s Resi¬
dential Life Committee which was held in
Pettengill. A number of important issues re¬
garding student residential life were raised
there, but today I wanted to focus in on one,
which is the issue of quiet housing, specifi¬
cally Adams Hall.
Now, as many on this campus will recall,
this is the first year when an entire dorm
has been devoted to quiet housing. For the
Deans to decide that the biggest dorm on
campus should be used for quiet housing was
a radical step, and I’m not entirely sure a
wise one. Before we go into that, though,
lets look at a little bit of the history behind
the problem.
The way I see it, the Deans had several
reasons for wanting to make Adams quiet.
First, by all accounts, the Deans felt that the
situation last year in Adams was abomi¬
nable. The dorm was such a mess that it
wasn’t fair to those students who lived there
but weren’t involved in creating the mess,
and of course it wasn’t fair to the janitors
that had to clean up the mess. The dorm
damage bills were huge, and something had
to be done. So the Deans got together, and
they decided that they could eliminate a lot
of those problems by making Adams a quiet
dorm.
The second reason the Deans wanted to
make Adams quiet was that there was an in¬
creased demand for quiet housing on cam¬
pus, and it had gotten to the point where
Cheney could no longer handle all the stu¬
dents who wanted quiet housing. One of the
interesting things about quiet housing is that
demand for quiet housing is generally coupled
with demand for singles. This seems to be
because those who want quiet housing don’t
want distractions, and distractions can be an
array of things, from noise to roommates.
Adams therefore became the logical choice
for the quiet dorm, because Adams has the
most singles.
The real question that stands before us,
though, is how has the experiment worked?
Did the Deans make the right choice, or would
there have been a better way to meet the in¬
creased demand for quiet housing? There are
three distinct problems with having Adams
as a quiet dorm. First, the demand for quiet

housing does not meet the number of rooms
in Adams. Second, making Adams quiet
shifted the “mess” problem elsewhere.
Third, living in Adams almost seems like
a punishment for wanting quiet housing. Why
is it such a problem that the demand for quiet
housing does not meet the number of rooms
in Adams? Well, what happens then is that
students who don’t necessarily want quiet
housing end up living in Adams because ei¬
ther there are no other choices left or they
want singles. This effect is especially preva¬
lent with sophomores, who often find that

plaint before they can do anything. Since stu¬
dents are often hesitant to “rat” on other stu¬
dents, even this step is very rarely taken.
Secondly, the RC’s options are limited. They
can give out a warning, but we all know how
much of an effect warnings have. They could
take it to higher authority, but it seems a tad
absurd to bring someone before the SCC for
making noise. They could take it to housing
and request the person transferred, but again
this is a very extreme step that would prob¬
ably be taken only in major cases. So, with¬
out much of an enforcement mechanism in

there is virtually no other housing left by the
time they go to pick their rooms. People who
end up in Adams in such a way are often un¬
happy to be in quiet housing, and they show
it by refusing to followthe quiet rules. A Dean
or Professor walking into Adams this year
would be shocked at exactly how loud a quiet
dorm can be. Of course, during the day it isn’t
a major concern, as most people don’t mind
noise during the day. However, the noise is
riot just restricted to the daytime. It also oc¬
curs at night. Sometimes it is difficult to sleep
at 2:00 AM because there are people outside
in the hallway making noise. Now, in Page or
Parker, this might be expected, but in a quiet
dorm it seems to be a fairly clear sign that
the quiet housing system is not working.
Now, perhaps at this point you are ask¬
ing, “M^ell, why don’t the RC’s just enforce the
rules?” Well, that is easier said than done.
First of all, the RC has to actually hear a com-

place, it becomes very difficult to enforce a
rule such as quiet housing unless the resi¬
dents are willing to obey it. In Cheney, this
happens because everyone who lives there
wants to be there. In Adams, because there
are some individuals intent on breaking the
rules, it becomes much more difficult to en¬
force them.
The second problem with having Adams
as a quiet dorm is it doesn’t solve one of the
main problems it was originally meant to
solve, namely the “mess” problem. Sure, it
could be claimed that the problem has been
solved because Adams no longer gets trashed
nearly as badly. As a matter of fact, dorm
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“Then it happens: skies darken and lightening crashes, light and dark part and God makes
Nathan Holt, the new Bedfellow.”
“...he is very, very tall and has that classical lanky/goofy/strange look. He has a command¬
ing Charlton Heston voice. You can see him there, on the mountain in the Ten Command¬
ments, smashing tablets writ on by God or at least stroking an AK and singing with Moseslike authority the praises of guns on a NRA commercial.”

damage bills in Adams have been reduced
dramatically this year. Of course, that
doesn’t mean that the problem has been
solved, but instead that it has been merely
transferred. Those who want to have par¬
ties and destroy things every Saturday night
are obviously not going to live in a quiet dorm,
so they’ll go somewhere else and trash that
place. This could be Page, or Parker, or Rand,
or virtually any house on campus. This is a
problem, though, that is never going to be
able to be completely solved. No matter how
many dorms are made quiet, there will al¬
ways be somewhere where parties can still
go on, and that will be the place that gets
trashed. For reference of this, check out
Pierce House. The Deans solved Chase
House last year by relocating the residents,
but the problem just popped up again in
Pierce House this year. It’s a problem that
unfortunately there is no effective solution
for, as there will always be messes as long
as there are students.
The third and final problem is the disre¬
spect shown to students who want quiet
housing by making them live in Adams. Lets
face it; Adams is not the most desirable
housing on campus. There was a reason
that Adams was traditionally a sophomore
dorm over the years, and it was because
no one ever wanted to live there, so the
sophomores always got stuck with it. It
seems that the school, if anything, should
be encouraging students to live in quiet
housing, and to that end the administra¬
tion should put quiet housing in a dorm
which is desirable to live in. Such a move
would have the positive effect of encourag¬
ing more students to want to live in quiet
housing, which would in turn increase the
demand for quiet housing and help te -olve
several of the other problems we have dis¬
cussed, such as the phenomenon of students
getting “stuck” in quiet housing and, of
course, the ever-present dorm damage prob¬
lem. Rand would be a nice dorm to put quiet
housing in, and that would create a quiet
section of campus, since Rand is right next
to Cheney. It is a solution the Residential
Life Committee should think about as they
decide what changes to recommend for next
year.

Good food, good music, and
partying with your profs.
And those mini-oscars
statues made for a great
party favor if you could snag
one.
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Sketchy, sketchy, sketchy.
One too many strategically
placed coconuts for our
liking.
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Mark SKAnnotto proves
once and for all that he is
without a doubt the most
mentally disturbed member
of the Bates community.

-This critic, September 26,2000
As the above quotes from my former (downright ebullient) criticism make clear, I find the
brilliant Mr. Holt’s looks and distinct manner of speech to be absolutely pertinent to his
creative acts. I merely found an incongruence between what he does so well in
Strangebedfellow work with the role he was asked to play in “Isn’t It Romantic.” My criti¬
cism is not a personal attack, nor, dare I say, to address your other point, public service. I
once did a painting entitled: “My art Is Not a Democracy" No one elected me to do criticism
(or any of my other art). If you refer, Mr. Walenga, to the Representative Assembly Constitu¬
tion, you shall find no admonition that I must “play nice” in my pursuits beyond serving the
student body. Please divorce my criticism from my RA work on your behalf. Regardless, I
assure you that I am generally a nice person and I appreciate your niceness, your concern,
for the good Mr. Holt’s feelings. I thank you for this opportunity to clarify the absence of
maliciousness on my part.
Jay Surdukowski
Critic-At-Large

The Oscars

.
^
1

Finally, a cool movie wins
Best Picture. And Gladiator
managed to do it without
Leonardo DiCaprio or
sinking any ships.
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Shopping at the Market

environment, one has a much stronger im¬
petus (the risk of getting fired) to do one’s
work then many students seem to have at
Bates. Insofar as this is true, the analogy
between Bates and the job environment falls
apart. The final, and perhaps most signifi¬
cant, problem with this argument is that it is
often garner the benefits of a solid project to not at all clear that doing group-work at
which they contributed nothing; this is a re¬ Bates does actually mean that one will be
sult that seems quite troubling and intuitively better at group-work in a job environment.
unjust. The marginal benefits of “working Regardless of whether group-work is being
together” do not seem to compensate for the used at a college or at a job, there are a num¬
damages that necessarily result from dif¬ ber of inherent problems with it. Addition¬
fused responsibility. Instead, the professor ally, the entire context in which the work oc¬
should require individuals to do individual curs is vastly different. Attempting to jus¬
assignments, or allow students the option of tify the use of group-work on the basis of its
forming their own groups without mandat¬ real-world utility does not appear to be a par¬
ing that they do so.
ticularly rewarding strategy.
A second problem with group-work at
A second oft-cited (and perhaps more le¬
Bates is not the result of group-work as a gitimate) claim that is put forth in an attempt
concept; rather, it is
to justify the use of
a result of the stu- ^
—.
group-work is that
dent culture of the
“it allows the stu¬
Much of the time used to do dents to teach each
College. This culture
does not seem to be
group-work could be used to other the material.”
conducive to groupThis argument rests
read, write papers, or complete on three flawed as¬
work. Many indi¬
viduals (sadly) need
however.
an assignment. Moreover, this sumptions,
some form of exter¬
First, the argument
nal motivation, be¬
time would probably be used assumes that stu¬
dents are willing to
yond one of their
listen to what other
peers
providing more efficiently by an individual.
some, if they are to Again, the question seems to be
students have to say
complete a task. As
and absorb knowl¬
whether the marginal benefits edge from them. It
such, without the
presence of a faculty
of group-work truly justify its is not at all clear
that this is the case.
member telling them
significant costs. A parcel of informato do something, they
tion usually carries
• do not have the impe- __ ___
substantially more
tus they need to ac¬
tually do the work. Moreover, some students weight when it is posited by a professor
are rather ambivalent about their grades; so, rather then by a student. Second, this argu¬
again, they decide that they do not “feel like” ment assumes that the students who are sup¬
doing their share of the group-project. The posed to teach will actually know what they
fact that these students renege on their re¬ are talking about. While groupwork may
sponsibilities unfairly places a burden on have some potential for students to learn
those students who are self-motivated and from other students, it is equally likely that
do care about the overall performance of the the students in the group may confuse each
group. A second related problem with the other or all learn the material incorrectly.
Bates student culture is that group-work of¬ Thus, it seems that, at best, group-work is
ten simply exacerbates already packed nothing more then a high-risk gamble on the
schedules. As a result, students feel the need part of the professor. The third assumption
to rush and “get their group-meeting over is that students should actually be respon¬
with” so that they can return to the things sible for educating each other. This assump¬
that they feel are of a higher substantive tion seems problematic insofar as it requires
importance. Even if group-work were on that the good students in a group “teach” the
solid theoretical ground, it does not seem to material to the bad students in the group (of¬
ten, the good students find that they have no
work well in practice at Bates.
A less significant, but nonetheless impor¬ other option if they want to do a good job on
tant, problem with group-work results from their group assignment). Why should this
the time which it consumes. Group-work is be the responsibility of the student? The role
an incredible time-suck, it requires that the of the professor is to teach the course and
group somehow schedule meetings (which the role of the student is to learn the mate¬
usually means trying to fit a meeting into 4-7 rial, not to waste his/her time attempting to
very different schedules), decide on the role explain it to someone else. On balance, it
appears that an at¬
of each group-mem¬
tempt to justify the
ber, and actually meet
to discuss the assign¬
The role of the professor is to use of group-work
on these grounds
ment. Most often, a
will not be a suc¬
great deal of this time teach the course and the role of
one.
is not used in an effi¬
the student is to learn the mater cessful
In conclusion, it
cient and productive
manner. The com¬
rial, not to waste his/her time is apparent that
many professors
parative cost of this
attempting to explain it to some¬ have a compelling
time is significant.
Much of the time used
one else. reason to question
their use of groupto do group-work
work as an educa¬
could be used to read,
write papers, or complete an assignment. tional tool. Such an assignment unjustly
Moreover, this time would probably be used forces good students to accept responsibil¬
more efficiently by an individual. Again, the ity for others, lest (s)he place his/her grade
question seems to be whether the marginal in what may be unstable hands. Even if
benefits of group-work truly justify its sig¬ group-work were not in principle wrong and
did not have massive quantities of psycho¬
nificant costs.
One of the most touted justifications for logical evidence damning its diffusion of re¬
group-work is that “jobs require people to sponsibility, it does not seem to work well
work in groups, so college should have people here at Bates. Group-work is simply more
work in groups so that they learn this skill.” trouble than it is.worth; the marginal (and
There are three major problems with this often absent) “benefits” of group-work do not
argument, however. First, it is unclear that outweigh its inherent flaws, both in principle
college really should be the agent facilitat¬ and in practical application. I urge every
ing this skill. The point of college classes is Bates professor to examine his/her use of
to learn the material in the most effective and group-work and question whether the use of
long-lasting way. If group-work really were other, more reasonable, methods could not
the best way to accomplish such a task, then accomplish the same goal.
its use would be justified and the practical
“people-skills” would simply be an added -. Whitman L. Holt ’02 is a Political Science
benefit; however, group-work is not a great and Philosophy double-major; his column will
way to teach people. A second problem with appear on alternate Tuesdays.
this argument is that when one is in a job

Problems Surrounding the Pedagogical Use of 'Group-Work'
are fallacious. Even if one does not agree
with all of the things that I posit, I would hope
that members of the faculty will at least re¬
Opinion Columnist
examine the use of group-work within their
One pedagogical curriculum and question whether there ex¬
tool that seems to ists any superior way to impart the material.
The primary problem with group-work
be quite popular
among the Bates has been well-established within the psychol¬
College faculty is ogy community, namely, group-work is a
“group-work.” paradigmatic example of “diffusion of re¬
Group-work usu¬ sponsibility.” The reason why this happens
ally takes one of is that, almost by definition, group-work re¬
three forms: i.) students are sectioned into quires that different members of a group as¬
groups in order to work on some large project sume responsibility for a specific aspect of a
(such as a presentation), this is usually a one¬ particular project or assignment. While the
time assignment worth some significant por¬ ideal result would be that everyone follows
tion of each student’s grade; ii.) students are through and completes his/her portion, this
separated into groups and instructed to out¬ is rarely the case. Instead, group-work usu¬
line the argument or point of a particular ally has one of two results: i.) one individual
reading and/or present critical arguments in within the group is saddled with most of the
responsibility for the
response to it, this is
.
project and ends up
usually a weekly “““
completing the ma¬
event; or iii.) stu¬
Group-work usually induces jority of it him/her¬
dents are divided
self (usually this is
into groups and then
unnecessary anxiety into the the
person most in¬
assigned problem
terested
in his/her
lives
of
those
who
are
respon¬
sets or other assign¬
GPAorin the class);
ments for which they
sible and do not feel comfort¬ or ii.) some mem¬
are responsible, this
able placing their grade in bers of the group fail
can be done as either
to complete their
a one-shot event or a
someone else's hands. tasks and no one
regular requirement;
picks up the slack.
either way, this type_
As
a result, either
of group-work most
often falls under the rubric of “participation.” the assignment is done poorly or it does not
Regardless of the particular form chosen, get completed at all. Group-work allows
there are some significant categorical prob¬ those who are intrinsically lazy to scuff their
lems with group-work. In this article, I will responsibility onto others. Moreover, groupoutline three of the most substantial prob¬ work usually induces unnecessary anxiety
lems, then I will examine the two primary into the lives of those who are responsible
lines of analysis used by individuals who and do not feel comfortable placing their
would defend the use of group-work and at¬ grade in someone else’s hands. A further
tempt to demonstrate why those arguments impact of this diffusion is that bad students
By WHITMAN L.
HOLT

Why We Should Reintroduce
Wolves to the Quad
By NICHOLAS VOLK

Opinion Columnist
With graduation fast approaching I’ve
been feeling the need to give something back
to College, which has given me so much. This
is why I decided to focus my senior environ¬
mental studies thesis on the restoration of the
Bates College campus ecosystem. Using the
knowledge I have gained here at Bates, I am
working to turn this campus into a model for
ecological restoration and sustainable land
use. Soon Bates will be a role model for col¬
leges across the nation to follow.
In order to do this I first assessed the prob¬
lem. Simply put, the Bates ecosystem is in
grave trouble. Invasive species such as Eu¬
ropean grasses have taken over the lawns,
native forests are entirely underrepresented,
and wildlife is at an all time low. The first
item of business will be to remove all alien
species Rom the campils, with the help of the
freshman class. Once native grasses and
shrubs have been established on the quad, the
antiquated practice of lawn mowing will be
retired, and seasonal burning will instead be
used to maintain the grasslands.
The next step in my ecological campus res¬
toration project will be to institute sustain¬
able land management practices. The quad,
which is now being managed very poorly from
a forester’s point of view, will be returned to
a productive woodlot. Activities like maple
sugaring, Christmas tree farming, and log¬
ging will be practiced and provide hands on
learning for Batesies. We are presently fund
raising in order to buy a skidder for the envi¬
ronmental studies department, so please con¬
tribute. We might also get a mule, just sojve
could abuse it when we lose football games to

Colby but that’s another matter entirely
And most importantly, I hope to reinstitute
the food chain on the Bates campus. I am sure
you have all noticed the squirrel problem we
have. With no natural predators present,
those little rodents are taking over the cam¬
pus, dumpster diving like it was going out of
style. In order to help control the squirrel
population here at Bates, I am working With
Dean Sawyer and the Maine State Fish and
Wildlife Department to reintroduce wolves
(canis lupus) to the campus. Unfortunately
President Harward was unable to understand
the value of getting a black bear (ursus
americanus) for the school, so he vetoed the
idea, and added (unnecessarily I thought) that
I ought to see a therapist.
In addition to wolves, I also plan on intro¬
ducing a hunting season for squirrels. After
consulting with security, I have come to the
conclusion that fire arms will not be an ac¬
ceptable means of hunting, so we will use
solely bow and arrow, primitive traps, and
explosives manufactured during, chemistry
lab. Limit one squirrel per student, per se¬
mester. This squirrel-hunting season will pro¬
vide another valuable learning experience for
Bates students. A new freshman seminar will
be added entitled, “The many uses of Squir¬
rel”, during which students will learn to tan
squirrel hides and make trendy backpacks
from their skins. Commons has also agfeed
to cook the squirrels for us, and offer dinners
of chicken stuffed with squirrel.
Yes there’s really no limit to what can be
done to improve the overall well being of our
campus. So I ask you all to join me in giving
back to the college, so that we might be a role
model for environmental correctness and
sustainability. And if the wolves eat a few stu¬
dents in the process, well Commons was too
crowded anyhow.
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is he removing tax
credits to automotive companies that pro¬
duce fuel-efficient and alternative-energy ve¬
hicles?”
“Simple. If you remove the incentive to
create those vehicles, you lessen the possi¬
bility that there will be a proliferation of nonchecks to the GOP, do you really expect
or minimally-gasoline based vehicles. Lessen
Dubyah to stick it to them with a Patient’s
the blow to the oil companies who contrib¬
Bill of Rights? All the average American can
uted millions to the campaign like Enron,
give him is a vote, maybe a check for a few Reliant, FirstEnergy, Edison, and Occiden¬
tal.”
bucks. The special interests can give him
millions of dollars. So, who’s voice is being
He paused and looked at me shocked.
heard? Who’s interest is being protected?”
“You know all those off the top of your head?”
“Oh no - this isn’t about campaign finance
“Sure - they’re from Dubyah’s ‘Pioneers’
reform again, is it?”
- donors who contributed over $100,000. You
aren’t the only one who is sickened by legal¬
“Everything is
ized bribery, you know.”
about campaign fi¬
nance reform. But,
“Cool. Sometimes, I get the feeling that I
am. You know those polls that constantly list
no. This time, it’s
campaign finance reform at the bottom of
not. This time, it’s
America’s priorities. Well, if you reword it
about a bigger prob¬
and simply ask people if they want campaign
lem. A lack of eth¬
finance reform, an overwhelming majority
ics. And I’m not just
say yes. And if you think about it, campaign
talking about legal¬
ized bribery”
finance reform affects all other issues implic¬
itly, anyway.”
“I see what you
mean. Like this,” I pointed to an article in
“Back to the Kennebunk Port two-step. Or
maybe it’s the Texas two-step.”
the Post. “How ethical is it for Dubyah to go
out there and use the bully pulpit to talk down
“It’s actually more like a three-step: one
the economy in an effort to sell his tax cut.
step forward, two steps back.”
“Likewise, how ethical is it for Bush to go
“Back to Reagan, back to the eighties,
and talk up an energy crisis in order to scare
back to the Cold War antagonization, back
voters into thinking we need to drill for more
to trickledown, back to Iraq, back to defense
oil. One third of California’s power comes
build-ups, back to oil.”
from alternative energy sources. That power
“Aid don’t forget the most terrifying thing
about that time period.”
isn’t getting to the market. Do you know
“What’s that?”
why? The same reason the natural gas isn’t
“Mullets.”
getting there. Nobody will sell to the Califor¬
nia utilities. Do you know why? Deregula¬
“Ah yes, mullets. Terrifying indeed.”
tion forced the utilities to shoulder increased
He took a sip from his cup of java. While
costs for power, but they weren’t allowed to
he did, I flipped through the Post some more.
pass the rise in costs on to the consumer. The
“How about this,” I asked and pointed to
result? Massive bankruptcy The answer is
an editorial, “Medicare and Social Security
going down in flames.”
not as simple as sucking more oil out of the
Earth.”
“Hardly that dramatic. Still, a brewing
and festering crisis.”
“And those same oil companies and heavy
industry magnates are worried that in¬
“And it’s something Batesies ought to be
creased regulations on carbon dioxide emis¬
more concerned about. The fit’s gonna hit
sions - their most prevalent emission - might
the shan when we enter the workforce - it’s
hurt business. Never mind that carbon diox¬
the same time the Baby Boomer’s retire.
ide is a proven greenhouse gas.”
Starting in 2014, if it is not reformed, the pro¬
“Never mind that pollution is waste and,
gram will be paying out more than it takes in
by definition, is therefore harmful to the bot¬
in payroll taxes. Aid you’ll notice there’s
tom line. You know, Bush says he wants to
nothing about payroll taxes in Dubyah’s tax
solve the energy crisis, he says he wants to
plan - most middle-and lower-class Ameri¬
reward innovation. Then why is he cutting can pay payroll taxes, not income tax. The
the Renewable Energy Fund by 22%? Why
Social Security Trust Fund will be bankrupt

Smokey Room Talk

The Kennebunk Two-Step
By MATTEO & DOMINICK
PANGALLO

Opinion Columnists
“There must be something in the water.”
Dominick was pouring over the latest copy
of the Washington Post in Ronj when I walked
in.
“What does that
mean?”
“His father does it
on taxes. He’s al¬
ready done it on
health care, cam¬
paign finance reform,
and now this stupid
decision on carbon
dioxide.”
“Done what?”
“The Kennebunk Port Two-Step. You
know how it goes,” he dropped the paper,
threw up his arms, and assumed a mocking
tone, “Whoops! It’s election time! Here we
are in the primary...better shuffle to the right
- now get the nomination and doe-see-doe to
the center. Now we’re in the Oval Office better side-step to the right again. Then bend
over and kiss the ass of the special interests
that put you there.”
I sat down across from him, “Lovely You
should bring that one to next year’s Gala.”
“It’s payback time in DC - March Madness
- when the dirty rats come to call on their
puppet-king. Dubyah ran the most expen¬
sive campaign in the history of campaigns in
this country. If anyone thought he was going
to forget who paid for his office once he got
there, these last few weeks must have been
a wake-up call.”
“You mean, like how he two-stepped on
carbon dioxide.”
“Yeah, but you have to look deeper than
that. Carbon dioxide is just a symptom of a
greater scandal. He’s obsessed with giving
this tax break to the fat cats who gave all
the soft cash. He wants to open up the Alas¬
kan wilderness to his oil cronies - never mind
we won’t see a drop of that oil for ten years
and it’s only a six month supply anyway. And
since all the HMOs and drug companies cut
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Workshops!
Kaplan’s online workshops are fast and focused. They’re the perfect—
and at $29 each—the most affordable, high-quality review you will find!
Hone your skills in: Basic Math, Advanced Math, Arguments,
Logic Games and Reading Comprehension.

Get the score you need to get into school!

by 2034 or so. There are three ways to fix
this: first, use the non-Social Security sur¬
plus over the coming years to shore up the
Trust Fund (and not for tax breaks for the
wealthiest tax brackets); second, cut benefits
to retirees; or third, raise the tax rate for
payees (that’s us).”
“Well, we know we can’t do the first, be¬
cause the money is being spent on a gargan¬
tuan tax cut. And the second would never
happen - seniors vote in such high numbers
that no politican in their right mind would
ever touch benefits.”
“Right, that leaves hiking payroll taxes.
It will be our generation paying those taxes
when the hike hits. So what does Dubyah
want to do for our generation now? Alow us
to invest part of Social Security monies into
investment accounts. Excellent - I am so
excited to put,Social Security money into the
stock market - after all, why wait until 2034
to lose all the money?,” he deadpanned.
“An even scarier prospect is that, when
our generation retires, there will be no So¬
cial Security Trust Fund. It will be gone,
caput, dried up. A1 because baby Bush
needed to give a $2.6 trillion tax cut to up¬
per-class America way back in 2001.”
“Kennebunk Port three-step.”
“One step forward, two steps back.”

Listen to the Smokey Room Talk Show on WRBC,
91.5 FM, Thursday mornings from 8 to 10. Visit
us online at www.smokeyroomtalk.com.

Highest recorded
temperature in Lewiston so
far this “Spring”

152
Number of days since
October 26th, the last time
it hit 60 degrees in
Lewiston

83
High temperature in
Cancun, Mexico today.
April Break is only four
weeks away!!

3,000,000
Predicted number of
people who will be
incarcerated in American
Jails by the year 2005

KAPLAN

1.6

1 -800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

Rating of Saturday night’s
XFL game, making it the
lowest rated show in
primetime network
history!

*Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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JA/RC Failures Cited as One
Cause of Dorm Life Problems
Students meet with Residential Life Committee to
examine sources of problems in campus housing
By DAVID WELIVER

Assistant News Editor
In a public forum last Wednesday, 10 stu¬
dents met with members of the new faculty
committee on residential life to examine
problems with dorm life at Bates and to sug¬
gest changes that might influence upcom¬
ing policies. The poorly defined roles and
ineffectiveness of junior advisors and resi¬
dent coordinators on campus was criticized
by students who said the lackadaisical atti¬
tude carried by many JA’s and RC’s creates
uncomfortable living quarters and allows ir¬
responsible students to commit serious
dorm damage without consequence.
Participants also discussed the need for
increased enforcement of college policies in
dorms and debated the advantages of inte¬
grating first-year and upperclass housing.
In a meeting stretching for two hours,
History Professor Steve Hochstadt at¬
tempted to guide the students toward, “not
only dealing with problems but to find what
would make dorm life better.” Hochstadt
noted that the committee came into exist¬
ence because of serious instances of dorm
damage and other problems in Bates resi¬
dences. The committee is also interested in
exploringwhether increased faculty involve¬
ment would improve residential life and stu¬
dent-faculty relations.
Hochstadt, along with Professor of Clas¬
sical and Medieval Studies Margaret Imber
and Professor of French Mary Rice-DeFosse
represented the committee at the forum.
The roles of JAs and RCs was criticized
early in the meetings by a who is student
slated to be on next year’s residential staff
and asked to not be identified. “In my expe¬
rience, my JA did nothing.” The student
went on to say there is a lack of positive
upperclass role models on campus.
Sophomore Marieke Slovin added that
while living her first-year in a Page, a multi¬
year dorm, sophomores and juniors living
near her did more for her than her JA. “JAs
and RCs have not done anything,” she said,
noting that most of her peers agree.
Sophomore Dan Berkley said he is
“clueless as to what a resident coordinator
does,” and expressed concern that he never
sees anybody enforcing school rules in resi¬
dence halls. Furthering the criticism of the
JA/RC system, Berkley later told the com¬
mittee that in his experience junior advisors
commonly buy alcohol for underage firstyear students.

incoming first-year students request to be
in all first-year housing. Students also ech¬
oed Hart’s claim that upperclass students
don’t want to live with first-years and may
be resentful of being placed in multi-class
dorms.
While some students supported forcing
students to live in multi-class housing as a
way to provide role models to first-years, jun¬
ior Whitman Holt was opposed to the idea
saying that upperclass students won’t want
to be role models and may serve as negative
influences on first-years. Holt noted, “It’s not
first-years who are destroying houses,” and
“people in Hedge, [an all first-year dorm,]
have been consistently satisfied."
The controversy of making Wentworth
Adams Hall a quiet dorm this year was high¬
lighted as an example of the negative effects
of placing students where they don’t want
to be. Although Adams was designated as
quiet housing to get away from grievous
dorm damage and its reputation as a “sopho¬
more sinkhole,” it has become evident that
there are more rooms in Adams than there
is a demand for quiet housing. Berkley de¬
fended this notion saying that it should be
more of a privilege to live in quiet or chemfree housing, not a punishment.
In conclusion to the meeting, suggestions
were given to the committee for ways to
gather a more representative sample of stu¬
dent opinions on the direction of residential
life. While the committee is just beginning
its task, students ended up making several
recommendations in the forum including in¬
creased communication between JAs, RCs
and residents, the need for some kind of rule
enforcement within dorms, and changes in
housing placement policies that would avoid
placing students where they don’t want to
be.
Other suggestions were made in passing
such as the need for more RCs, the possibil¬
ity of revoking parking privileges as punish¬
ment for dorm damage, increased manda¬
tory dorm meetings, and most importantly,
a cultural change that would get away from
the blatant disrespect students have for one
another and each other’s property.
At the end of the meeting, Hochstadt
asked students whether they thought faculty
members taking an active role in residen¬
tial life, knocking on doors for occasional
check-ups, would be a welcome policy Stu¬
dents responded positively, but also noted
that such a task should be completed by JAs
and RCs, but rarely takes place.

Throughout the debate, junior advisor
Whitman Holt and resident coordinator Jay
Surdukowski seemed dismayed by their
peer’s attacks on their roles, but did not of¬
fer substantial countering arguments.
Surdukowski defended his job saying he
worked hard, but admitted his role at Frye
Street Union is somewhat of an anomaly
among the residential staff.
It was also noted that the administration
does not expect JAs and RCs to enforce
rules, and that they can generally take ac¬
tion only when a resident makes a com¬
plaint. Many students on the panel were
surprised that these students are paid
$1,700 a year.
Students went on to cite the need for
some form of increased dorm policing as the
only way to stop unchecked dorm damage
and create comfortable living within resi¬
dences. While students admitted this job
was probably not desirable, it must be done.
Students hinted at either paying JAs and
RCs more to take on this job while many felt
it that security should do more to police the
dorms.
The need for such enforcement comes as
a reaction to the fact responsible students
are forced to pay outrageous dorm damage
fines for other people’s destruction. Imber
exclaimed that no matter how trivial the
charge, she wouldn’t pay anything for some¬
body else’s irresponsibility
Slovin noted that she has also been dis¬
mayed by the lack of response from the ad¬
ministration regarding a personal situation.
She recalled sending, “a lengthy email re¬
garding dorm damage to Dean Reese and
Dean Gurney and there was no response. It
was very disconcerting.”
Concern was raised that dorm damage
is often caused by non-residents, as in the
event of blueslipped parties in dorm lounges.
Students were upset that only a few lounges
on campus are able to hold large parties and
are subsequently blue-slipped every week¬
end. The students also wondered why the
individuals who sign the blue-slip aren’t held
more responsible for damage as a result of
their events.
The third large topic discussed at the fo¬
rum revolved around student placement in
housing. Both the integration of first-years
with upperclass students as well as the ef¬
fects of placing students where they don’t
want to be were mentioned.
Regarding first-year placement, junior
Geoff Hart offered the statistic that 70% of

Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday of this
week there will be three candidates coming
to Bates to have dinner with students, faculty,
and staff. Each candidate is running for the
position of U.S. Representative, and will
spend time not only discussing the issues that
they hope to bring to Washington, but will lis¬
ten to the perspectives that circulate through¬
out our small yet politically powerful campus.
The first candidate on Wednesday is Sean
Faircloth.
Faircloth succeeded John Baldacci in the
State Senate when John Baldacci ran for Con¬
gress. In 1994, the most Republican election
in a half-century, Democrat Faircloth defeated
a multi-millionaire opponent, winning 57% of
the vote. As a state senator from Bangor,
Faircloth was a highly effective champion of
women’s rights, labor rights, children’s rights,
and economic development.

The candidate coming on Thursday is
Maine’s Secretary of State, Dan Gwadosky.
Secretary Gwadosky’s career in public service
began with his election to the Maine House of
Representatives in 1978. He was elected As¬
sistant Majority Floor Leader and House Ma¬
jority Leader in 1986 and 1988, respectively.
On February 3, 1994, he became the 92nd
Speaker of the Maine House of Representa¬
tives.
Friday’s candidate is State Senator Susan
Longley. Longley was elected on November 7,
2000 to her fourth term as Maine State Sena¬
tor. Sen. Longley currently chairs the powerful Health and Human Service Committee in
the Maine Legislature. During her tenure in
the Legislature, Longley has worked as a veiy
strong advocate of her constituents in the ar¬
eas of economic development and children and
family issues.

The amount of private money in legisla¬
tive campaigns in Arizona and Maine
dropped in 2000, the first year that full pub¬
lic financing of campaigns went into effect
in those two states, a preliminary study
shows.
Private funds were cut nearly in half in
Maine, and trimmed by nine percent in Ari¬
zona, according to a review by the Institute
on Money in State Politics.
The 2000 elections marked the first elec¬
tion cycle in the country in which the system
was in place, with these two states the first
to put full public financing into effect. The
Inistitute’s review of legislative campaign
contributions in the two states found not only
a decline in private money, but also an in¬
crease in the number of legislative candi¬
dates in both states and greater equity on
the amount of money candidates raised. The
number of legislative candidates in Maine
increased by five percent from 1998 to 2000,
while Arizona saw a 13 percent increase in
the number of candidates.
“Public financing of campaigns is de¬
signed to encourage more people to seek of¬
fice and to level the playing field for all can¬
didates,” noted Samantha Sanchez, co-direc¬
tor of the Institute. “The first look at the fig¬
ures from the 2000 elections shows that the
public financing initiatives passed by voters
in Maine and Arizona seem to be accomplish¬
ing these goals.”
The Institute, based in Helena, MT, is a
non-profit, non-partisan organization that
compiles and analyzes campaign contribu¬
tion information for state-level races.
It has posted the preleminary contribu¬
tion information for both the 2000 Arizona
and Maine election cycles on its Web site,
www.FollowTheMoney.org. It has also done
a preliminary analysis of the public funding
in those two states. The Institute will fur¬
ther analyze the data in the coming months
to determine the economic interests of those
who contributed private dollars to the statelevel elections, and plans to post the infor¬
mation on its Web site when available.
In its preliminary report on public financ¬
ing, the Institute found that more candidates
ran for election in both states. The number
of legislative candidates increased from 407
in 1998 to 426 in 2000, and in Arizona, from
186 to 212. The number of challengers to
incumbents in Arizona increased, but de¬
creased in Maine. The total amount of pri¬
vate donations decreased in both states; in
Maine by nearly half. Those candidates
runnning with publicly funded campaigns
recieved more in 2000 than those running on
private funds. In Arizona, the average pub¬
licly funded campaign recieved $31,159, as
from frontpage opposed to an average of $25,885. In Maine,
to Surdukowski’s request for a tightly orga¬ public funds were on an average of $7,304,
nized committee that would reach an expe¬ compared to an average of $5,458 raised by
dient decision on whether it is time for Bates [ candidates not participating in the public
to adopt an electronic access control system. funding program. In both states, the finan¬
Citing the success of the ad. hoc. alcohol com¬ cial gap between winning and losing candi¬
mittee, students hoped that the OneCard dates had decreased in comparison to previ¬
committee could reach a decision before com¬ ous elections.
“Traditionally, losing candidates raise
mencement. The student members of the
committee were slated to be elected at substantially less money than the winners,”
Sanchez noted. “The changes in both Arizona
Monday’s RA meeting.
Although some students were hoping for and Maine indicate that public financing has
a reaction from the College that would sup¬ leveled the financial playing field for candiport almost immediate implementation of the j dates, making challengers more competiOneCard system, they were generally
pleased with the outcome of the meeting.

OneCard Committee
will Make Speedy
Recommendation

US Rep. Candidates Coming to Bates This Week

j

ME andAZ
Produce First
Numbers From
Publicly Funded
Elections
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RA Full Slate

Cochrane Encourages
Talent and Creativity
with After School Art

from frontpage
the absence of one of the nominated candi¬
dates, the voting was postponed until last
night when an email vote was held on the
RA’s email list. The vote ended in a threeway tie between Leslie Hurd, Justin Stebbins,
and Geoff Martin.
The last major order of business came as
a result of the meeting between students and
President Harward last week on the topic of
a proposed “OneCard” system. President
Harward agreed to delegate to the RA the
task of electing two student representatives
and one student co-chair to a committee re¬
sponsible for determining the college’s
stance on the system.
“This is a policy question,” said senior
Andy Stanton, who was present at the meet¬
ing with Harward. “A yes decision does not
neccessarily mean that we will do this, but it
will be a strong statement.”
Sophmores Max Bergman and Sam
Goldman were elected to the committee, and
Stanton was elected as co-chair.

By KATIE BURKE

Senior Staff Writer

Erin MuUinJThe Bates Student

Reinhalter answers questions on the pro¬
posed state sex-ed bill at the meeting

Peoples Heritage Unveils New
Online Banking, Offers AtHome Account Management
Peoples Heritage Bank, headquartered in
Portland, Maine, has launched online bank¬
ing for its 235,000 customer households state¬
wide, giving them the ability to get their bal¬
ance, transfer funds, issue stop payments on
checks, look at their credit cards or pay bills
online. The web site, which was redesigned
to offer online banking and be more cus¬
tomer-friendly,
is
at
http://
www.peoplesheritage.com.
“Now, customers can go to their computer
to check their balance or pay a bill, which is
a major convenience as it saves them pre¬
cious time,” said Michael W. McNamara,
president and CEO of Peoples Heritage Bank.
“It’s basically an extension of what we pro¬
vide at our branches, ATMs and telephone
banking systems — only now we’re also do¬
ing it via the Internet. It’s another way for
our customers to access their money at a
time that’s convenient for them, and that’s
important.”
A major part of the bank’s new online ini¬
tiative announced today is a strong customer
service department, where customers can
talk to someone seven days a week if they
have questions about online banking. Called
Customer eCare, the department is open for
calls from Monday through Friday from 7
a.m. to 11 p.m. and on Saturday and Sunday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
“That’s what customers want when they
do online banking, someone to talk to if they
have a question or a problem,” said Brian
Wood, executive vice president and head of
eCommerce and Direct Banking at
Banknorth Group. “Our research has shown
that not being able to reach a live person
when customers encountered difficulty or
had questions was their main reason for be¬
ing dissatisfied with online banking at other
banks.”
Free to Peoples customers, the new online
banking program allows Peoples customers
to view current balances and account histo¬
ries, transfer funds, issue a stop payment on
a check, order additional checks, change
account address information, view credit
card information, or learn about the bank’s
products and services.
Also derived directly from its customer re¬
search that showed online users value quick,
easy enrollment and transactions, the online
banking process is simple and fast, allowing
customers to do transactions within minutes
of signing on for the first time. For questions,
persons may call Direct Banking at (800) 2957400 and select the Customer eCare option.
In addition, customers can now pay their
bills online by signing up for the bank’s new
electronic bill payment service. Called
eBillPay, the program costs about $3 to $7 a
month, depending on the type of account they
have, which includes 15 transactions/month
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(there is a 35 cent charge for each bill pay¬
ment after 15). Unlike some banks’ bill pay¬
ment services, Peoples service offers custom¬
ers the ability to pay anyone with eBillPay - not just certain large companies.
“The trend toward customer usage and
interest in online bankinghas definitely been
increasing and is projected to grow quite rap¬
idly in the next two to three years. Online
user statistics for the six states in the
Banknorth market area show that a h'ttle less
than half of all households have access to the
Internet, which is on par with national sta¬
tistics,” Wood said. Studies have also shown
that nationally between 20 and 25 percent of
those Internet-connected households use
some form of online banking, which trans¬
lates to about 10 to 12 percent of the overall
population. A variety of online industry
sources project that usage to double to be¬
tween 20 and 25 percent of the overall popu¬
lation by 2003.
Signing up for online banking at Peoples
takes less than five minutes, Wood said. Cus¬
tomers go to the bank’s web site at http://
www.peoplesheritage.com, where they will be
invited,)o participate in online banking. They
then fill out a simple form and within min¬
utes they can view their account and conduct
transactions.

Conservationist to
speak on St. John
River Project at Bates
Barbara St. John Victory, of the Nature
Conservancy, will speak on the “Upper St.
John River Project: ChaEenge of Conser¬
vancy Design” at 4:10 p.m. Thursday,
March 29, in Room 113 of Carnegie Science
Hall, Bates College. The public is invited
to attend
this event free of charge. A reception will
follow the talk. Fbr more information, call
207-786-6490.
Victory is director of Conservation Pro¬
grams for the Maine Chapter of the Nature
Conservancy. As a member of the St. John
family of conservators and donors, Victory
has a unique perspective and in-depth
knowledge of the issues surrounding this
and other conservation projects in the
state.
This lecture has been made possible by
the William Sawyer Memorial Fund. Dr.
Carl E. Andrews, Bates class of 1940, es¬
tablished the William Sawyer Memorial
Biology Lecture Fund to honor William H.
Sawyer Jr., Bates class of 1913, who taught
biology at Bates from 1916 to 1962.

Once upon a time, in a library not so far
away.. .Startinglast Wednesday and continu¬
ing for the next four weeks, Sophomore
Rachel Cochrane is running an after-school
program called “Paint a Tale” in which
Lewiston elementary school students paint
and Create their favorite fairy tale scenes.
The program is the service-learning com¬
ponent to Cochrane’s Education Literacy
Class with Dean Holly Gurney. Ten to twelve
students come to the library after school to
participate in the art projects.
Last week, students painted their favor¬
ite scene from their favorite tale, while this
week they will be making collages of feelings,
emotions, and colors in fai.ry tales. Of the
program, Cochrane notes, “You really have
to make it fun and entertaining because stu¬
dents don’t have to be there; they aren’t in
school. That’s where the art comes in, and
really engages kids.”
The seven to twelve year olds who attend
are there due to Cochrane’s hard work and
the advertising and support of David
Moorhead, the head of the Lewiston Public
Library’s childrens department. Moorhead

put up flyers around the library, and also
placed an ad in the paper for interested
Lewiston students. He then gave them space
in which to work, and also to display their
work for all to see. Of the collaborative ef¬
fort, Cochrane notes, “It’s great to see kids
being drawn to the library after school".
Support for the project is provided by the
Service-Learning Center, and the library will
keep the extra materials on hand for future
use and projects. As for what the students
get out of it, Cochrane hopes that in addition
to being in the library and engaged in a posi¬
tive after-school activity, they will gain a new
appreciation for the characters and plots of
well-known fairy tales, and also a basic
knowledge of art. She incorporated a dis¬
cussion of foreground and background and
painting into last week’s discussion, and this
week she hopes to discuss color and emo¬
tion in depth with students.
As for whether the program will continue,
Cochrane says that she hopes programs like
it will continue to give students positive pro¬
grams to attend after the school day ends.
For now, she and twelve busy fourth-graders
are busy painting, cutting, and pasting their
favorite fairy tales to put on display in the
Public Library. They might even say that they
are creating “happily ever after",_

College Announces Bourgoin Named
Creation of Jessie Student Employee
Withrow Memorial of the Year
As a member of the Northeast Associa¬
Chem-Free
tion of Studnet Employment Administrators
(NEASEA), the Bates Student Employment
Leadership Award Office
annually participates in the regional
The Jessie Withrow Memorial ChemFree Leadership Award has been cre¬
ated by friends and family of Jessie in
support of chem-free programming at
Bates.
In July 2000, Jessie Withrow was
killed by a drunk driver while riding her
bike near her home in Alaska.
Jessie was a truly remarkable per¬
son. She was well known for her kind¬
ness, creativity, and her willingness to
defy social norms and live her life as she
thought best. She worked hard to bring
the campus creative alternatives to the
standard weekends involving the use of
alcohol, and had just been elected as one
of the presidents of the Discordians,
Jessie lived a full life without the use of
alcohol, and was dedicated to helping
others do the same.
The Jessie Withrow Memorial ChemFree Leadership Award was created by
the friends and family of Jessie Withrow
to provide recognition for those who
strive to increase awareness of alcohol
use and abuse at Bates, and who pro¬
vide the campus with creative alterna¬
tives.
Each spring an award will be made
to the student or club/organization who
is judged to be the campus leader in pro¬
viding chem-free alternatives. The
award will be $200 to the club or orga¬
nization of the recipients choice and a
memento created by Jessie’s mother.
Nomination forms for this award are
available in the Student Activities Office
in Chase Hall and outside of the RA Of¬
fice. Students, Faculty and Staff may
submit nominations. Deadline for nomi¬
nations is Wednesday, March 28th, 2001.
The campus community will be notified
of the award recipient on Monday, April

selection of “Student Employee of the Year.”
After soliciting nominations from campus
supervisors, a panel of readers composed
of faculty and staff has selected this year’s
winners. The year’s winner is Becky
Bourgoin, for her work as an Office Assis¬
tant in Secretarial Services and as a Stu¬
dent Calling Supervisor in Development.
The runners up are: Jennifer Carleton, De¬
partment Assistant in Education; Laura
Shadle, a Student Calling Supervisor in De¬
velopment; and Melissa Mitchell, Office As¬
sistant for the Area Coordinators in
Pettengill and Pettigrew. Ms. Bourgoin’s
nomination will be submitted for the
NEASEA state selcetion and if chosen there,
she will advance to the national level.
Other nominees include: Rhea Chase,
Teaching Assistant in the Psychology De¬
partment; Sarah Fournier, Inventory Student
Assistant in Ladd Library; Erin-Anne
harrop, Technician for Library and Informa¬
tion Services; and Erik Remsen, Study
Abroad Assistant in the JYA Office. All stu¬
dent nominees will receive prize packages
with various gift certificates.

Come to
This Meeting!
On Tuesday, April 3, Shelly
Storbeck of ATKearny Consulting
Firm will be on campus to meet with
students regarding the Presidential
Search. She will be meeting with
students at 7pm in Skelton Lounge.
Shelly will be working with the
Presidential Search Committee and
the College in order to find Bates’
seventh president. All students are
encouraged to come and share their
views.
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THE NATION

cians in the Bureau of Justice Statistics. It said the total prison population would likely top
two million before the end of 2001, but could then level off at about 2.1 million by 2005. Beck
said the slowing growth rate in the state prison systems is in sharp contrast to prison growth
rates of more than 5 percent annually throughout the 1990s.

Supreme Court to Consider the Case of Handi- Oregon Man Charged with Making Threat to New
capped on Death Row
York School via Instant Messanger
WASHINGTON — The U.S. Supreme Court agreed Monday to consider whether the Con¬
stitution bars the execution of mentally retarded people as “cruel and unusual" punish¬
ment. The court said it will hear an appeal by North Carolina death-row inmate Ernest
McCarver, whose execution the justices halted this month just hours before he was to be put
to death. The justices are also scheduled to hear arguments Tuesday on a case involving a
Texas death-row inmate whose lawyers say he is mentally retarded and has the mind of a 7year-old. Johnny Paul Penry’s lawyers contend jurors who sentenced him to death for mur¬
der did not have the chance to properly consider his mental capacity. The Supreme Court
used Penry’s case in 1989 to rule that the Constitution allows the execution of mentally
retarded killers, although the court threw out his first conviction.
McCarver’s appeal asks whether “national standards have evolved such that executing a
mentally retarded man would violate” the Constitution’s 8th Amendment ban on cruel and
unusual punishment. The appeal cites, “society’s newly evolved consensus against execut¬
ing the mentally retarded.” Thirteen capital-punishment states prohibit execution of the
mentally retarded, his lawyers said. Another 12 states do not have capital punishment. Law¬
yers for the state said considerable evidence showed that McCarver was not mentally re¬
tarded, but that even if he was, his execution would not violate the Constitution.

State Prison Population at 30 Year Low
WASHINGTON— The growth in the number of inmates held in state prison systems
throughout the United States dropped to a 30-year low last year, and suggested the nation’s
booming prison population increases may be over, according to a government report re¬
leased Sunday. In state prisons, where most of the nation’s nearly two million inmates are
confined, the increase was 1.5 percent, the smallest annual increase since 1971.
“This may be partly attributable to dropping crime rates, and to the end of longer sen¬
tences that were required in the 1990’s,” said one of the report’s authors, Allen Beck. The
study, which examined statistics from June 1999 to June 2000, was conducted by statisti-

THE GLOBE
French Nuclear Waste Train Enters Germany to
Protests
BERG, Germany - A high-security train shipping nuclear waste back from France crossed
into Germany under cover of darkness Monday, as thousands of environmental protesters
prepared to block its progress to a storage plant.
German riot police removed demonstrators from the tracks, close to the French frontier,
after some 250 anti-nuclear activists held an impromptu rally, singing songs in defiance of a
government decision to resume the return of reprocessed German waste after a four-year
suspension.
“Nuclear power, no thanks!” was the common slogan.
It was a small taste of what police are calling the biggest peacetime security operation
the country has ever seen. Its aim is to prevent the violent running clashes that marred
three previous transports in 1996 and 1997.

British Livestock Destined for Mass Grave
LONDON - The British army sent in bulldozers Monday to dig a mass grave the length of
a soccer field for up to 500,000 farm animals in the latest attempt to bring a foot-and-mouth
epidemic under control. Britain now has 617 confirmed outbreaks of foot-and-mouth and
has slaughtered 406,000 animals, most of which have been incinerated, the agriculture min¬
istry said.
The virus has spread to The Netherlands and Ireland as well as to France, where on
Monday authorities were trying to track down animals infected by the disease. The three
countries account for the eight cases in the rest of Europe. China has banned imports of
Dutch qnd Irish livestock at risk from foot-andmouth.

India’s Tops One Billion People as of March First
NEW DELHI - India’s population totaled 1.027 billion as of March 1, making it the second
country in the world after China to cross the one-billion mark, the Indian government said
Monday. According to the provisional results of a census carried out once every decade, the
country added about 181 million people between 1991 and 2001. But the rate of population
growth slowed during the last decade by 2.52 percentage points to 21.34 percent over the
previous decade, the government said in a statement.
The mammoth enumeration exercise, which began on February 7, will serve as a guide
for policy-makers worried about the country’s population growth. It will also provide a use¬
ful snapshot of the country 10 years into economic liberalization.

Palestinian Sniper Kills Infant, Say Israelis
HEBRON, West Bank - The Israeli army said a Palestinian sniper shot and killed the
young child of a Jewish settler in the West Bank city of Hebron Monday, creating yet another
casualty in Middle East violence. The army comment coincided with the arrival of Arab
leaders in the Jordanian capital of Amman for a summit speculated to give support to a
Palestinian uprising against Israeli occupation.
More than 400 people, most of them Palestinians, have died in the revolt which started
last September. Palestinians and Israeli troops waged a fierce gun battle in Hebron after the
death of 10-month-old Shalhevet Pas, apparently the youngest casualty in the uprising.
According to Reuters, Palestinian cabinet minister Yasser Abed Rabbo, in Amman for
the Arab summit claimed there was no evidence the baby was killed by Palestinians, blam¬
ing the violence on Israel’s occupation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

PORTLAND, Oregon — An 18-year-old man was arrested Monday and charged with mak¬
ing a threat against a high school in New York through an Internet instant message. Ben¬
jamin Ballard was charged with transmitting a threat via interstate commerce, which car¬
ries a potential sentence of five years in prison, FBI spokeswoman Beth Anne Steele said.
Ballard allegedly made the threat to a New York student late Thursday while they were
using America Online. The threat reportedly warned the student not to go to school Friday
and mentioned “a lot of bodies” at Edgemo.nt High School in Greenburgh, New York. The
Edgemont student notified police and the FBI said it traced the message to Ballard’s home.
Ballard told the FBI the threat was only a joke, but the Greenburgh school district canceled
classes Friday for nearly 1,700 students. Westchester County District Attorney Jeanine Pirro
was considering whether to seek Ballard’s extradition to New York. The boy’s parents re¬
fused to talk to reporters Monday.

Bush Pitches Tax Plan in Maine
PORTLAND, Maine — President Bush pitched his budget and tax plans in Maine Friday
as the House of Representatives prepared to debate two pivotal bills next week. Bush’s trip
to Maine was among several he is making to states whose senators might need to be per¬
suaded to fall in line with the Senate’s GOP leadership when his $1.6 trillion, 10-year tax
relief package comes to a vote later this spring. Targeted senators have included Democrats
as well as moderate Republicans.
The targets in Maine are the state’s two moderate Republican senators, Olympia Snowe
and Susan Collins, who continue to express reservations about the size and scope of the cut.
Both senators traveled with Bush to Portland early Friday. Snowe has expressed particular
concern about the tax package, saying that “triggers” may be necessary to halt the tax cuts
if the economy deteriorates. Bush seemed to signal — for the first time — that he may be
open to discussing triggers, which would take hold if the projected $5.6 trillion federal

Former Agent Speaks
on Drug War

from frontpage

prisons themselves have become, “for
profit” facilities that our tax dollars pay
for. Griesinger also pointed to statistics
that indicate African-Americans make up
13% of our country’s population, but 74%
of all people incarcerated in our country
are African-American.
Dr Powers delivered a lively and hu¬
morous lecture, but his joking tone did not
hide his serious message: the need for
change in our criminal justice and prison
systems. Powers, at one point said, “Hon¬
estly, our criminal system is horrible.”
When he became a Maryland State
trooper, his first assignment was working
a rally, protecting the members of the KKK
from the Jewish Defense League, who had
organized a counter rally. “Wait a minute,
here I am, a black guy protecting the KKK
from the Jewish Defense League?
Something’s not right,” Powers said hu¬
morously. “But I learned...you have to be
strategic, not emotional.,.. Another
trooper told me, ‘You don’t have to throw
yourself in front of one of these guys, just
stand here and get paid.”
Powers went on to talk extensively
about his involvement as an undercover
drug agent in Cincinnati and Detroit. He
talked about the business rationale of
drug dealers who would get caught, go to
prison for a little while and then get back
into the trade.
“Drug dealers recruit six year olds as
lookouts,” Powers said. “As nine year olds,
they move up as runners...then they move
up to street level dealers.” He detailed a
case in which he helped infiltrate a drug
ring operating out of Lincoln Heights,
Ohio. The FBI used Powers’ work to suc¬
cessfully apprehend a dealer named
James Dickey, but when Dickey revealed
his sources in Columbia, Peru, and Bolivia,
the FBI told Powers there would be, “no
further investigation.” Powers attributed
this to the idea that, “The drug trade is so
big, and there is no belief that they can
conquer the problem. The FBI is con¬
cerned with getting as many arrests as
they possibly can. It is not the quality of
the arrests, but the quantity so they can
go before Congress and be rewarded fi¬
nancially.”
Powers said that the relationship be¬
tween our prison system, and the “war on
drugs” needs serious reworking. “We have
3500 police officers on the streets of Bal¬

timore, but the people, the citizens of Bal¬
timore need to be involved in the process.
We also have people in Baltimore, really
poor people, supporting $50 a day drug
habits. When we send people through
drug rehab, we simply substitute their ad¬
diction to one drug to an addition to a gov¬
ernment-approved drug, Methadone. The
addict has to go the center everyday - this
isn’t fixing the problem... We have a seri¬
ous question to ask ourselves: is our goal
to help these people lead better, more pro¬
ductive lives or is it to make sure they
don’t bother us.”
“Although it sounds trite, the. key to
fighting drugs is education,” said Powers.
“We have a real problem when our schools
look like prisons and our courthouses look
like palaces. We stand for Judges - call
them ‘your honor’, and then they put us in
jail. We don’t stand for our teachers. Edu¬
cation that doesn’t mean a damn thing
isn’t good enough - you’ve got to make
education relevant to these kids’ lives.”
Dr. Powers warned, “It will be hard
work...you’re not supposed to be chang¬
ing the way people think. It’s not that bad
people have taken over our society; it’s
just that good people are standing around
and not doing anything.... Evil people are
highly, highly motivated.”
Powers acknowledged that some audi¬
ence members may have been skeptical of
statements he made. “1 want that. I want
mistrust...you will become greater advo¬
cates through mistrust, by doingyour own
research and thinking.”
Student Grace Frazier commented on
Dr. Powers’ lecture, “I thought it was re¬
ally powerful, partly because his message
was presented in such a way that was ac¬
cessible and understandable, which I think
is so important.”
Following Dr. Powers’ lecture, a panel
discussed the causes of and solutions to
problems that exist in the criminal justice
system. The panel was comprised of a
former drug-lord, turned OutReach Coor¬
dinator at Friends of Island Academy - a
youth development and GED program for
recently released juvenile offenders in
New York City, a Senior Men’s Counselor
and director of Education at FOIA, and a
Case Manager at Day Reporting in
Lewiston.
The weekend concluded with a presen¬
tation on a West Medford, MA based group
called, “Prisons and Youth Organizing”
which organized a youth mentoring pro¬
gram for at-risk youth of color in a pre¬
dominately African-American section of
Boston.
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Jade Garden
Chinese Restaurant

r

SfCcAuan, 0&UH€lM' &
&*tUinc

10% Student Discount with Bates I.D.
Market Place Mall
Day and Night Buffet
675 Main Street
Lewiston, ME 04240

Tel: (207)-783-1818
(207)-783-1819

Mainstage Series Sponsors: Pacios. Rausch & Co, Rowe Auburn, Sun lournal, WOXO/ WTME

“indelibly irish”
The New York Times

Home of the 16 03.
IStack fingus Steak

prodigals

w jig-punk

"kick-ass Celtic rock"
- New York Post
"Maximum-strength
Irish rock"
-Las Vegas Sun

Hours:
Monday-Thursday 11 am -10 pm
Friday 11 am -11 pm
Saturday 5 pm -11 pm

Take Out Available
84 Court Street
Auburn, ME
Phone 777-7443

sponsored by

f seiner &
Rydholm IncJ

Platz
Associates

Auburn - Portland - Augusta

Sat, March 31 at 8 PM
at Kirk Gym, Central Maine Tech. College
1250 Turner Street, Auburn, ME

Reservations Requested

www.laarts.org i_g00-639-2919
782-7228 221
Lisbon St, Lewiston-1
Media Sponsors: ABC8 WMTW, KISS 99.9/ WLAM / WTHT

CALL US!

783-2200

62 SCHOOL STREET, AUBURN

HOURS:

MON-THURS: 4:30p.m
1:00a.m.
FRI-SAT:
1 1:00a.m, - 2:00a.m.
Sunday:
11:00a.m. - 1:00a.m.

INTRODUCING

—

SWEET ICING
ClNNASTlX WITHONLY
$2.99

NOW ACCEPTING CREDIT CARDS
MONDAY,
TUESDAY OR
WEDNESDAY

$598

LARGE
1-TOPPING PIZZA
•DEEP DISH & TOPPINGS EXTRA

Expires: 5/31/01

VISA

MONDAY,
TUESDAY OR
WEDNESDAY

$998
2 LARGE
CHEESE PIZZAS

$YT98]
2 LARGE
1-TOPPING
PIZZAS
•DEEP DISH & TOPPINGS EXTRA

•DEEP DISH & TOPPINGS EXTRA

Expires: 5/31/01

Expires: 5/31/01

Not valid with any other special or

Valid at participating stores only.
Not valid with any other special or

Valid at participating stores only.

coupon. Customer

coupon. Customer

coupon. Customer

Valid at participating stores only.

pays all sales tax.

598~1|

pays all sales tax.

998

Not valid with any other special or
pays all sales tax.

1198

!
i
!

BATES SPECIAL

$6”
LARGE
1 -TOPPING
PIZZA
•DEEP DISH & TOPPINGS EXTRA
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...At the President’s All-College Gala
_
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Question on the Quad
How often do you change your sheets?

“Twice a year...I think!”

“Notyet!”

“4 times a year”

“Change or wash?”

Matt O’Connor ‘03
Dave Dickinson ‘03

Andy Kadin ‘04

Emily Winsett ‘01

Mark Pojednic ‘03

Reported by Steve Rees - Photographed by Sven Rees

Interested in writing your own column in the
newspaper??? Email James Peyster (jpeyster).

YALE
SUMMER
PROGRAMS
2 0 0 1
June 4 - July 27 or
June 4 - August 10
Organic Chemistry, Physical
Chemistry, Physics, Biology,
Chemistry, Calculus

June 4 - July 6 &
July 9 - August 10
American Studies, Anthropology,
Architecture, Classics, Computer
Science, Creative Writing, Drama,
Economics, Electrical Engineering,
English, Film Studies, History,
Humanities, Literature, Music,
Philosophy, Political Sciences,
Psychology, Religious Studies,
Sociology, Statistics

July 2 - August 10
English Language Institute

summer
NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY
www.northwestern.edu/summernu

EARN FULL-YEAR CREDIT IN BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY,
PHYSICS AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES

progress

ACCELERATE PROGRESS TOWARDS YOUR DEGREE

June 18 - August 10

Offering Yale
College courses
for credit to
qualified high
school students,
college students
and adults.

Arabic, Chinese, French, German,
Greek, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese,
Latin, Nahuatl, Portuguese, Spanish

FULFILL A DISTRIBUTION OR GENERAL EDUCATION

For information and a catalogue:

LIVE ON NORTHWESTERN'S LAKESIDE CAMPUS, JUST

www.yale.edu/summer

NORTH OF CHICAGO!

YALE SUMMER PROGRAMS
P.O. Box 208355
New Haven, CT 06520-8355
(203) 432-2430

REQUIREMENT

Call 800-FINDS-NU for a catalog.
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“The Yellow Wallpaper”
Insanely Good Theater
als.
Details of certain scenes also contributed
splendidly to the intense drama. The collec¬
tion of bottles and papers that are lined up
There is something profoundly, deeply, by “Her” are so distinct and filled with their
viscerally uncomfortable about watching own lives. In her solitary world, these vials
someone we care about, someone we love, and flasks, parchments and pens, were her
someone we are always there for, slip into community of silence. Another exquisite
the throes of a clouded mental state. The moment occurred during the early explora¬
frightening flow starts out in a barely notice¬ tion of the wallpaper. The audience was al¬
able fashion, a mere trickle, a nervous laugh ready edgy on account of her new-found,
here, a minor, quietly spoken suspicion there. slightly disturbed interest (obsession) in the
The tiny rivulet, soon enough, too soon, gives wallpaper, when a dramatic clattering of pots
way to the roaring thunderous wash of a and pans and a sharp blackout at a pause
mind unhitched, a soul mercilessly rushing sent violent streaks of fear scurrying down
downstream from sanity. The seen enemies, the backs of the audience. This was master¬
the suspected
fully arranged.
plots, the felt ter¬
A final sickening
rors
become
and frightening moment
more and more Chloe Lara-Russack gave as con¬ was the climax. At first
vivid, until...
vincing a performance on a Bates when the heroine pro¬
This week¬
duced an ungainly sized
end, Chloe Lara- stage as I've ever seen.
rope from under her bed,
Russack was
things were slightly
“Her.” She be¬
comic. In fact, someone
came the protagonist of “The Yellow Wallpa¬ laughed. But what Chloe did with the rope,
per” driven by her “treatment” to the every¬ tying it around her neck and musing sweetly
thing and nothing of a collapsed and chaotic on suicide, followed by her compulsive crawl¬
mental state.
ing exit over her husband’s unseen, passedBut it was only theater, you’d respond. It out body, absolutely made up for it.
wasn’t real. Only theater. Only theater. It was
John Ambrosino was the perfect comple¬
only theater. Thank God it was only theater. ment to Chloe. He played the edgy, “caring”
But was it? What is theater? Is it imitation, a world so well. His performance was particu¬
substitute for reality? What about this “sus¬ larly memorable in the beginning when there
pension of disbelief” business? We’re sup¬ was some light-hearted dialogue that pro¬
posed to do that, right? Well, suspend this. I voked laughter, albeit nervous laughter. Just
was scared. I slipped into belief. I didn’t want enough of his normalcy was anything but
to, but I did. Little by little I was made to see normal. This kept us clearly within the anxi¬
and believe, like slowing for an accident on ety ridden perspective of “Her.” There was
the highway, I was sickly caught up in the no way in hell we were going to sympathize
hyper-reality of Chloe’s character. The gap with John. He carried off the burden of rep¬
of disbelief went from canyon at curtain to resenting “Her” entire oppressive world very,
crack on the sidewalk at the close. Chloe gave very well.
as convincing a performance on a Bates
Professor Kuritz clearly did an outstand¬
stage as I’ve ever seen. She carefully mas¬ ing job in directing this simultaneously subtle
tered the art of detail. The encroaching cri¬ and searing show. More than a few people
sis crept up on her, subtly. The perfect pe¬ commented that this was one of the best, if
riod hairdo slowly but surely gave way to not the best, put-together shows seen at
chaos. One wisp of hair, then another, then Bates in recent years. John and Chloe’s act¬
another, then a whole tangle, jumped and ing was cited by some as the most compel¬
twisted off her head with as much terrifying ling of their entireBates career. I concur with
motion as the wallpaper itself as the play these currents of praise. What a rich final
barreled to its climax. We also saw the real¬ performance. I and many others will miss
ity in the body language of a troubled soul. John and Chloe. It is as of yet quite unclear
Her strong figure gradually gave way, to¬ as to who will inherit their mantel in the next
wards the end, to the tiny ticks, and twists of few years, if anyone.
muscles, spastic with the troubles of her tri¬
BY JAY SURDUKOWSKI
Critic-At-Large -

EIGHT Questions
By KIRSTEN NEWMAN
Assistant Features Editor
Senior Evan Jarashow has a long, suc¬
cessful road ahead of him once he leaves
Bates this year. As a highly active political
science major and French minor, Evan is
ready to take on his job as a paralegal in a
prestigious law firm in New York City next
year before he eventually makes his way to
law school. A native of the city and loyal fan
of the Yankees, Giants, and Rangers, Evan
has had no lack of experience as a leader for
his new career.
Throughout his years at Bates, Evan has
been on the cross country and track teams,
a member of the RA all four years, a Junior
Advisor, a Resident Coordinator, a Senior Ad¬
missions Fellow, co-chairperson of the se¬
nior gift committee, and part of a group of
seniors creating the senior litany. Evan has
also volunteered at the U.S. Attorney’s office
in Maine which gave him great exposure to
the federal criminal court system. A fun fact
I learned from Evan: drug trafficking is the
number one charge in Maine’s system. He
also completed a CDIP internship in Wash¬
ington, D.C.
Evan certainly seems to have the innerpoise and cultured make-up of someone I
would expect to be making decisions for a
country, even though he recently spent a day
this February break at a NY/NJ XFL Hitmen
game. With his background in leadership, a
charming personality (see below on what he
would do on his perfect day), and a desire to
see the world and use his French skills, Evan
is on a very determined track.
What came first, the chicken or the egg?
I’m a Political Science major. How do I know?
But I’m sure I could make convincing argu¬
ments for both sides.
If you were reincarnated as an animal,
what would you be?
A giraffe. It’s that Napoleon complex thing.
What would you do on your “perfect” day?
On a perfect day, with all realistic factors
aside, a special someone and I would start
off skiing in the French Alps. We would spend
the afternoon in Paris sipping cocktails at
outdoor cafes and spend money at open-air
flea markets. We would go back to New York
for dinner at the Rainbow Room and dance
on the rotating dance floor on the sixty-sev¬
enth floor of Rockefeller Center. We would

Evan Jarashow

Erin Mullinj
The Bates Student

end the evening at my two favorite bars:
Double Happiness and Balthazar. Then we
would spend the rest of the night on the beach
watching shooting stars at Caneel Bay in St.
Johns.
If your dorm were going up in smoke, what
would be the first thing you would grab
out of your room?
I would grab my photos and my special copy
of The Sun Also Rises.
Do you have a saying that you live by?
George Barnard Shaw said: “Some men see
things as they are and say why. I dream
things that never were and say why not.”
If you could have dinner with anyone, who
would that be and what would you talk
about?
Bob Dylan, and I would ask him what it was
like to be the spokesperson for a whole gen¬
eration.
If you could go back in time, what era
would you choose to live in?
Either the 1960s, which would be the most
fun, or the 30s or 40s because that would be
most difficult.
What’s your favorite meal at Commons?
Anything with buttermilk ranch.

Givanni’s: One of Old Port’s Tastiest
By REJEAN GUERRIERO
Resaturant Critic
If your travels from Bates take you to
Portland and you are looking for a place to
eat lunch or dinner, make your way down
to the Old Port. There you will find the best
concentration of good food and atmosphere
in Maine. Among the best places to stop
are Street & Company, Perfetto’s, Saporo’s,
Gritty’s and Givanni’s. This week I will take
you to Givanni’s, a restaurant that com¬
bines unique and classic Italian dishes in
an appealing atmosphere.
Givanni’s, located along a cobblestone
alley, at 37 Wharf St., is amidst good com¬
pany with Perfetto’s, only a five minute walk
away, and Street & Company right next
door. As you enter Givanni’s, the smell of

rich marinara sauce fills the room, and the
sound of Italian music resonates softly in the
background. Givanni’s is a great place to
take a date and I was fortunate enough to be
accompanied by Suzie
Eldridge. We were
greeted graciously and
brought to a comfortable
black leather booth. The
menu is extensive and
changes with the seasons. There is a lunch
menu with meals ranging from Ricotta and
Spinach Ravioli for $5.99 to Lemon Sole
Francese at $14 and everything in between.
Scott, our professional and friendly server
started us off with the house breadbasket
containing bread sticks, sliced Italian bread,
and homemade foccacia. We enjoyed an ap¬
petizer of lightly fried calamari ($9), served
with hot peppers, spicy marinara sauce, and

garnished with a tasty vinaigrette over mixed
greens. For the main course Suzie ordered
the Salmon Piccata (on the expensive side
at $23, but worth it), which was perfectly
cooked with lemon
butter and capers
and served with
brocollini and gar¬
lic mashed pota¬
toes. I ordered the
Gamberi Fra Diavolo ($19), which is sauteed
shrimp in a thick, spicy marinara sauce
served over linguini. The homemade red
sauce was extraordinary and was well
complemented by glass of their house Merlot
($6.50).
On a previous visit I ordered the large por¬
tioned Zuppe De Pesce, containing fresh
black mussels, countneck clams, scallops,
calamari, and shrimp in marinara sauce over

Restaurant Review

linguine, which I recommend highly. The
rest of the menu contains classic Italian
dishes, such as veal parmigiano or marsala,
in addition to unique ravioli dishes and an
Asian salad.
We finished our meal with a cup of cof¬
fee and twin cannolis ($7) which were pre¬
sented in beautiful artistic fashion with
garnishes of star fruit, a strawberry, cherry,
and an orange slice. Other deserts included
tiramisu, apple cobbler, and homemade cin¬
namon gelato. Overall, Givanni’s was an
excellent fine dining experience. The ser¬
vice was outstanding, the atmosphere
peaceful and inviting, and the food superb.
Givanni’s, 37 Wharf St. Portland, ME
04101; (207) 775-9061
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Once a Batesie, Always a Batesie
New alumni council president Michael Bosse prepares for post
By JOANNA STANDLEY

Assistant Features Editor
For Michael Bosse, Bates class of 1993 and
soon-to-be president of the Bates Alumni
Council, becoming an active alumnus was
never really a decision, but rather a natural
progression. “I grew up in Lewiston-Auburn,
so I’ve been involved with Bates all of my life,"
he explained. “If I was going to do commu¬
nity service, it just made sense that I would
do it at Bates.”
Bosse, an attorney at Thompson and
Bowie, a Portland civil defense firm, got his
start in alumni affairs soon after graduation,
when he and other Bates graduates moved
to Portland. While a student at the Univer¬
sity of Maine School of Law, Bosse and fel¬
low Batesies revitalized an inactive
Cumberland County Bates Club, organizing
various events and activities for alumni in the
Portland area. Bosse was also a class agent,
helping members of his class stay connected
to each other and to the college; but looking
to expand his role, he ran for the Alumni
Council and was elected in 1997.
The Alumni Council is the liaison between
Bates alumni (all Bates grads are automatic
members of the Alumni Assocation) and the
College’s administration, faculty, and student

body. As the executive board of the Bates
Alumni Association, the Alumni Council con¬
sists of 15 members who serve rotating
terms. Bosse was in fact elected as Council
presi¬
dent in

discussions and other programs for students.
The Alumni Council has also recently
started a new committee, called the Best
Practices Committee. “This committee will
look at
what difApril
ferent
"As president I will need to recognize how
1 9 9 9.
colleges
the Alumni Council is changing The question is
For the
are do¬
past two
ing and
how best do we maximize the resources
years he
see
if
for alumni and increase collectivity between
has
these
served
prac¬
the College and alumni?"
as vicetices can
presibe ap¬
- Mike Bosse '93
dent un¬
plied to
der current president Jamie Merisotis; Re¬ Bates,” explained Bosse. For example, the
union 2001 in June marks the official start committee is currently looking into organiz¬
of Bosse’s two-year presidential term.
ing a reunion for alumni of color, based on
The Alumni Council is active in nearly all other colleges’ success with such events.
facets of the College, addressing the needs • Over the past year, the Alumni Council has
and concerns of not only alumni, but also received a significant increase in support and
current and prospective students. One of the resources from the administration. The post
primary functions of the Alumni Council is of Vice-President of External and Alumni
to nominate alumni for the Board of Trust¬ Affairs, held by William Hiss, was created by
ees. Every year at Reunion, the Council rec¬ President Harward to strengthen the role of
ognizes active alumni with awards for com¬ the Alumni Council. “As president I will need
munity service. Council members work to recognize how the Alumni Council is
closely with the Admissions and Develop¬ changing and how to work through that
ment offices, as well as the Office of Career change,” said Bosse. “There is enormous
Services to create career seminars, panel support from the College now. The question

Trinity Soup Kitchen Brings LA
and Bates Community Together
By JASON HIRSCHHORN

Assistant News Editor
Trinity Episcopal Church, an English
gothic style stone building located on Bates
Street in the downtown area of Lewiston was
built in 1870s. Since that time, the church
and the city have undergone profound
changes. Today, one of the major roles of Trin¬
ity Church, in addition to offering a place or
worship, is as an urban ministry — a soup
kitchen of sorts, a place where local individu¬
als and families cane come for a hot meal,
diapers, baby formulas or contraceptives.
Currently, the face behind the Urban Min¬
istry is Calvin Dube, a middle aged man who
lives in Lewiston and says of his work run¬
ning this busy soup kitchen, “We don’t try to
change people. That is one of our philoso¬
phies. We accept people as they are and let
them have a place to gather with each other
and talk over a hot meal.”
As many of the mills in town began clos¬
ing, the role of Trinity Church began to
change. With many affluent mill managers,
the church suffered financial reserves. As
more and more of the neighbors of Trinity
church became welfare-dependent, many
with physical or mental handicaps, Trinity
began to have trouble retaining a clergy. Dur¬
ing the 1960s and 1970s about a dozen priests
tried to keep the parish viable, but each was
either defeated by the challenge or left for a
more promising opportunity. With Trinity
on the verge of being closed forever, the
bishop of Maine was exploring the possibil¬
ity of closing Trinity but first contacted Rev.
William M. Baxter, a priest from the diocese
of Washington who had retired in Portland.
Rev. Baxter, with the help of students from
Bates College, conducted a survey of commu¬
nity members living in close proximity to the
church with the hope that the church would
better be able to address their needs after
this survey. The current Trinity Soup Kitchen
was born.
By the nature of its location, Trinity is in
an area with high unemployment and welfare
dependence. In the late 1980s, Trinity began
offering meals on Sunday evenings. Trinity

has extended their service to serving meals
on Sunday evenings and Tuesday and Thurs¬
day afternoons. Trinity currently serves be¬
tween 400 and 800 meals week, thanks in
part to the help of Bates College and other
local food suppliers such as Shaws.
The partnership between Bates College
dates back quite some time. “Bates students
have volunteered here for a while — doing
crafts with the children who have come to
this church and just letting them talk about
their feelings. Three years ago Bates, thanks
to the recommendation of the College
Chaplin’s office and Kerry Maloney, Bates
began donating food to us. The meals have
become much more nutrious,”said Dube.
During the summer months, Trinity Ur¬
ban Ministry offers meals everyday because
children no longer are receiving free or re¬
duced meals in schools. “Duringthe summer
all I hear is, ‘when are the students coming
back.’ The Bates students really help us out
most of all, just by giving some of thepeople
who come here a person to talk to. Some of
these people have no one to talk to.”
Trinity also has developed relationships
with other communities and has hosted
teams of teen-agers from other schools and
communities to help perform acts of service.
Despite these positive achievements,
Trinity struggles to find the resources to
continue its ministry Much of the financial
backing to Trinity comes from grants from
The United Way and Housing and Urban
Development Grants. “The new mayor has
been wonderful, but I would like to see more
city councilors and politicians come down
here and volunteer.”
While the needs of the community are so
great, Trinity is vital the daily lives of its
neighbors, but the Urban Ministry Program
is barely self-sufficient. “Fundamentally, we
are a soup kitchen, but we draw people into
talk about their problems and we try to treat
people with compassion so that they don’t
feel ashamed about asking for help,’’Dube
said. “One of my favorite sayings is, ‘Preach
the Gospel, use words if necessary.’ Many of
the people who use Trinity will die alone

Continued onpage 15

is how best do we move forward to maximize
the resources for alumni and increase col¬
lectivity between the College and alumni.”
Through his involvement with the Alumni
Council, Bosse has witnessed many other
positive changes on campus since his own
days at Bates. “Bates has really corne a long
way since I started in 1989 as a first-year
student,” he said.
Greater selectivity in admissions, a more
diverse student body, and more opportuni¬
ties for service-learning are just some of the
ways in which Bosse thinks Bates has im¬
proved over the last several years. “When I
went to Bates, students did service-learning
and other types of community service, but it
was not publicized and recognized the way
it is today,” said Bosse.
Increased student involvement in the com¬
munity, according to Bosse, has been pivotal
in improving relations between Bates and the
Lewiston-Auburn community. “There really
used to be a metal fence around the college,
but with all the work done by President
Harward and 17A Excels, there’s a much bet¬
ter relationship between the College and
town,” he said. As Bosse’s term as Alumni
Council president quickly approaches, he will
have ample opportunity to help keep Bates
moving in a forward direction.

The Epitomy Of Idicocy
Senior Mark Annotto presented the “cra¬
ziest one-man comedy show at Bates”
this weekend at the Ronj. As part of an
independent study, Annotto wrote and
acted out comedy sketches inspired by
the people around him. His show, he said,
was in part a reaction against the PC
trend, against maturity and seriousness.
It was intended to get people laughing
— at him, at the world around them, and
at themselves.
All Photos: Asad Butt/The Bates Student

CLASSIFIEDS
Mexico/Caribean or central America $300 round trip plus tax.
Europe $179 one way plus tax. Other world wide destinations
cheap. Book tickets on line www.airtech.com or (212) 219-7000.
$ 10/hr GUARANTEED
Work on campus F/T or P/T for as little as 5-10 hrs/wk or as
many as 40 hrs/wk. Be your own boss. Create your own schedule.
Limited positions. Call 1-800-808-7442 ext. 80
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Will European Epidemics
Affect Batesies Abroad?

LECTURES
Wednesday, March 28
7:30 p.m.
Edmund S. Muskie Environmental Lecture: “Beyond Erin Brokovich,” Fred Krupp,
executive director of the Environmental Defense. Muskie Archives.

By LEAH COSTELLO

Staff Writer
Thursday, March 29
9 a.m.
The Rev. Pierre Allard, assistant commisioner, correctional services of Canada presents:
“The Restorative Justice of the Bible: The Role of Faith Communities.” Muskie Archives.
Thursday, March 29
4:10 p.m.
“The Upper St. John Valley River Project: Challenge of Conservancy Design,” Barbara
St. John Vickory ‘83. Room 113, Carnegie Science.
Friday, March 30
4:15 p.m.
TGIF Lecture: “Native Americans Are Not Mascots: Service-Learning and Applied An¬
thropology,” LoringDanforth, professor of anthropology and Sarah Montrone ‘03. Muskie
Archives.
Monday, April 2
7-8:00 p.m.
Theodora Kalikow, preseident of University of Maine-Farmington presents, “A Univer¬
sity President’s Support of the Anti-Sweatshop Movement.” Chase Hall Lounge.

Wednesday, March 28
9-9:30 p.m.
Busy Life, Peaceful Center. Musical performance by Craig Teicher ‘01
and readings by Mercedes Grandin ‘03. College Chapel.
Thursday, March 29
8 p.m.
Bates College Concert Series: Skampa Quartet performs chamber
I music. Admission $12/$8. Olin Concert Hall.

Jade Garden
Chinese Restaurant
SfCC&UAMr,

&

@*HtOH€AC

Market Place Mall
675 Main Street
Lewiston, ME 04240

Student Discount with Bates I.D.
Day and Night Buffet
Tel: (207)-783-1818
(207)-783-1819

Everywhere in the news we are hearing
and seeing stories about an epidemic
spreading through cows, sheep, pigs, and
goats in Europe called foot and mouth dis¬
ease. This is not the only disease that af¬
fects live-stock, as people across Europe are
still dealing with the devastating affects of
mad cow disease. With so many Bates stu¬
dents traveling abroad in Europe for the
semester or just for a short vacation it is
important that every one of us understands
the risks associated these diseases.
Foot and Mouth Disease
This disease was first isolated on a
farm in England just over a month ago, and
has since wreaked havoc across England,
Ireland, andstretching into France and Ger¬
many. It is caused by a small virus, called
the picorna virus, and only infects animals
with hooves. This virus is highly contagious
and has spread very quickly through direct
or indirect contact of the animals. This vi¬
rus can live outside of a host for at least a
month, and travel through the air, in con¬
taminated animal byproducts, in the dirt
on car tires or boots, on farm equipment,
and through water. Once infected, animals
develop blisters on their mouth and hooves,
eventually becoming unable to eat and
drink, causing their milk to dry up and their
muscles to atrophy.
This disease is not a threat to humans,
and the only reported case occurred in 1966
and was extremely mild. So why such dras¬
tic measures? This is because this highly
contagious disease has no known cure, and
could cause major production losses, hav¬
ing a huge impact on food supply.
Mainly this is an economic concern
rather then a safety concern, and it is esti¬
mated to cost the UK over $13 billion dol¬
lars.. To control the spread of this disease
many countries have banned the import of
any meat from the European Union. Many
events were canceled, including the St.
Patrick’s Day Parade in Dublin. Through¬
out Europe car tires and boots that have
been on farms are being disinfected to kill
any remaining virus in the dirt. No cases
have shown up in the United-States as of
yet and very strict control measures are
being taken to prevent foot and mouth dis¬

ease here.
Mad Cow Disease
This was the disease that set off one of
Britain’s most notorious food scares, and
rightly so, as this one can infect humans and
is fatal. Mad cow disease, or Bovine
Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE), was first
identified in Britain in 1984 and has since
killed almost 200,000 cattle.
This disease is believed to be caused by
prions, which are small proteins that become
infectious when they fold into abnormal
shapes. Prions are extremely resistant, and
heat and harsh solvents cannot kill them.
Once inside the body they are invisible to the
immune system, and can cause
symptoms such as dementia, psychosis, neu¬
rological problems and eventually paralysis.
It was not until a decade after the first
case was found in cows that the British gov¬
ernment announced that humans were at
risk for this disease. Called the new variant
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (vCJD), it has now
claimed the lives of 94 people. It is now ac¬
cepted that vCJD is most likely caused by
contaminated meat, and the World Health
Organization believes that the prions helped
facilitate the cross between species.
As many as 500,000 contaminated beef
carcasses were thought to have entered the
human food chain before new control mea¬
sures came into force in the early 1990s.
While we have seen some cases and deaths
from the disease, some epidemiologists be¬
lieve that it the incubation period for this dis¬
ease is very long, possibly 30 to 40 years,
which suggests that the real epidemic has
not started yet.
As of yet, not a single case of mad cow
disease has been reported in the United
States among cattle, and many are confident
that the meat is safe. The only cases of
spongiform encephalitis in US are among
sheep, deer, elk, and mink. And a sporadic
form of CJD has been seen amongpeople who
had human growth hormones in the 1960s
and 1970s. While we are not completely safe
from BSE, if an outbreak were to occur here
in the U.S. it will probably not be as serious
or devastating as the one in Britain. Numer¬
ous bans are now in place that prohibit the
sale of high risk tissue, ban meat-based cattle
feed from other countries, and outlaw blood
donations from people who spent more then
6 months in Britain between 1980 and 1996.

Photo Exhibit Captures Essence
of Study Abroad Experience
FOR CHILDREN#
Entry-Level Childcare/
Teacher Positions
The New England Center for Children congratulates Bates College's Class
of 2001 and Invites all upcoming graduates to learn more about our
exciting employment opportunities.
The Center is a recipient of the U.S. Department of Education's National
Award for Model Professional Development. We are a state-of-the-art
residential school and treatment center for children and adults with autism,
developmental disabilities and behavior disorders. The Center attracts
students and scholars from around the world for our programs, research
and training opportunities.
We have entry-level Childcare/Teacher positions for talented Bachelorlevel candidates who are willing to work hard for the experience of a lifetime

while we pan for almost uour entire Master's Degree!
In addition to our outstanding benefits package. The Center offers on-site
GRADUATE PROGRAMS in COUNSELING, SPECIAL EDUCATION and
PSYCHOLOGY through Framingham State College, Simmons College, and
Northeastern University.
Interested candidates should mail their resume to Attn: Scott Barnes,
Dir. of Staff Development, The New England Center for Children,
33 Turnpike Road, Soothboro, MA 01772. For a quicker response,
send your resume by fax: 50X-4X5-542 I or email: sbames@necc.org

Visit our Well Site ;it littp://wu'W.\ECC.org

By KIRSTEN NEWMAN

Assistant Features Editor
Art shows and museums always in¬
spire me. Every time I go to one that I re¬
ally like, I want to go home and begin cre¬
ating masterpieces like the ones 1 saw. 1
once want to an Alexander Calder exhibit
where there were displays of simple cre¬
ativity: a fish made out of wires and dif¬
ferent colored stones attached to the
mobile. But of course when 1 went home,
motivated to begin constructing my own
mobile art collection, nothing came out
in quite the same way.
I was similarly affected by the recent
photography exhibit organized by
Meredith Odell, Glynnis Gracia, Hannah
Gaines, and Joseph Kijewski under the
director of David Das with pictures taken
by Bates students off in foreign lands. But
more than envying the talent that these
photographers possessed, I couldn’t help
but wish that I could have visited all of
these places myself.
Each artist captured an essence of his
or her studies abroad. Carolyn Renyolds
caught on camera her skydiving experi¬
ence in Australia; the photo seemed to

embody her experience abroad as a whole,
always with fresh a adventure she had
never tried before. Liz Coulson made a con¬
tribution to the art show with a photo illus¬
trating the swift movement of people in the
city of Florence. Meredith Odell captured
a fabulous angle from a building in
Budapest which allowed the viewer to see
the unique, colorful buildings and crowds
of people down in the streets where she
lived for the semester. Kevin Porter re¬
corded his experience in Samoa with a pho¬
tograph of his host family’s many young
children and the straw rooftop of the home
where he resided while overseas. Each
photo was unique, and each artist had an
original depiction of their experiences
aborad.
So whether in Europe, Africa, Asia,
South America, Australia, or somewhere
in between, ask your friends to show you
their pictures from abroad. Each picture
has the potential to show you a memory or
story from a life so far removed from the
Bates experience. And stop by the exhibit
at the Ronj and take a look at the small yet
compelling collection by some talented art¬
ists on our campus.
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WRBC Music News
Metal/Loud Rock
Clutch - Pure Rock Fury (Atlantic)
Clutch, the D.C. heavy metal band, has
evolved quite a bit over the 10 years they have
existed. The result of
this evolution is one of
their greatest albums
ever. Pure Rock Fury.
This album is much
more coherent than
their previous re¬
leases. It looks like the band finally found
“their style” that appeals to the critics and
the diehard fans as well. The essence of their
music still remains the Black Sabbath-like
tunes but Clutch has gone further. “Pure
Rock Fury” adds heavy vocals and elements
of the currently-hip alternative metal, while
staying well afar from being ‘Clutch Bizkit.’
Despite this, the first song, “American Sleep,”
bears some similarities to L.B.’s Mission
Impossible II theme. The following track,
“Pure Rock Fury,” has all the tributes of a
hit single — no wonder it’s getting more and
more airplay. A listing of great songs from
this album could go on until it reaches the
number 13, but I still have to mention songs
like “Open Up The Border,” “Careful With
That Mic...” and “Brazenhead.” All in all, it’s
one of the CDs you should undeniably give a
spin or request it on WRBC.

with Satoshi Tomiie or Photek dictating the
rhythm. The second CD just steps up the
mood created and stirs it with pieces from
DJ Gogo or Graham. On the whole the CD is
a great sample of the new progressive house/
trance represented
by J. Digweed and
Sasha coming in a
nice box. What else
could you want?

CD Reviews

Techno
John Digweed - Global Underground: Los
Angeles (Boxed)
John Digweed can not only spin like no one
else, he also tries to make the progressive
house more accessible to clubbing masses.
“Global Underground: Los Angeles” is a col¬
lection of remixes that does just that and
does it well. Although you can’t expect any
club anthems, the CD floods you with dark
and intense beats characteristic for John
Digweed. After releasing “GU: Sydney” and
“GU: Honk Kong,’’Digweed captured the at¬
mosphere of the City of Angels clubbing
scene. The first CD contains gloomier sets

Rock
Tortoise - Standards (Thrilljockey)
If you say the words ‘experimental rock,’ the
band Tortoise instantly comes up in my mind.
While the CD is dubbed “Standards,” there’s
nothing standard about the music on it.
Blending distorted guitars, jazzy jams, 80s
music samples and movie themes, Tortoise
creates a mystical mix that will keep you
wondering where you’ve heard these tunes
before. The playfulness with which Tortoise
puts the tracks together knows no limits.
Songs like “Benway,” “Firefly,” “Sixpack,” or
“Monica" are a proof of that.
New Blues at WRBC
The Holmes Brothers- “Speaking In Tongues”
(Alligator Records)
The Holmes Brothers’ latest album finds the
veterans of the NYC scene in a gospel-ori¬
ented mood. The album is about evenly split
between driving up-tempo songs that capture
the fervor and rapture that faith can inspire,
and slower, more introspective numbers. Ben
Harper has contributed three songs to the
project. The sound is frequently sweetened
by the Precious Three, a female chorus that
includes the disc’s producer, Joan Osborne.
Michael Dixon, Director of Blues Music and
host of Captain Boogaloo’s Blues Extrava¬
ganza, Thursdays, 4 - 6 p.m.

All reviews written by Jan Smidek. His
show Red, Green and Everything Obscene
airs every Thursday morning from 2-5
a.m. Tune in for the great new loud rock
and metal.

Write Your Own Review
If your favourite group has a new album coming up, or you’ve got
some words to share about a new record you’ve completely fallen
for, write a review and put your wit and wisdom somewhere vis¬
ible! Don’t be selfish, tell the campus what you love, and the de¬
tails of the ‘why.’ Submit to jsmidek@bates.edu. Your grandma
will be so proud. Really.

Trinity Soup Kitchen
Continued from page 13
without families. By encouraging people
to interact with one another, we foster a
greater sense of community in this area.
Poverty is very intimidating. We try to
work with it, rather than against it.”
Students interested in helping at Trin¬
ity Soup Kitchen are invited to call Calvin
Dube at 782-5700.

C,

Full name: Mark William Morgenroth
Born: 01/16/82
Birthplace: Salem, MA, USA
Height: 6’2"
Weight: 290
Position: SS
Bats: Right
Throws: Right
MLB Debut: 31-AUG-96
All Time Fave Album: “Mellon Collie and the Infinite Sadness” by the
Smashing Pumpkins
Mark was born on July 13, 1942 in Chicago, Illinois. His father was an advertising
executive, producer of TV commercials, and sometimes radio actor. Mark was a some¬
what awkward child who was very shy and never seemed to fit in. After graduating high
school,-he headed off to Ripon College in Wisconsin where he majored in English. The
conservative college wasn’t an easy place to be for the young beatnik and Mark was
bounced from Ripon’s R.O.T.C. program for refusing to cut his long hair. It was a bold
step for Mark to take up acting since he was so shy, but it was a profession that he could
see himself in. During the summer of 1964 he joined the Belfry Players for a season of
summer stock. He then headed out to Los Angeles with his college sweetheart and new
wife, Mary Marquardt.
It soon became clear that finding and keeping work in his chosen profession would
not be easy Mark, a relentless perfectionist, was ejected from talent stables at both
Universal and Columbia for his refusal to cooperate with directors and producers who
apparently did not share his standards of excellence. One studio executive told him
that he was seriously lacking in “star quality.”
Money was soon drying up and Mark and his growing family (he now had two chil¬
dren with Mary) were in trouble financially. After taking a book about carpentry out of
the library, Mark figured he knew enough about the profession to get by. Exaggerating
and lying about his expertise, he found work building a recording studio. He found that
he had a natural talent for the trade and would supplement his acting income in the
years ahead by working as a carpenter.
Mark landed his first big break in 1972 in George Lucas’ “American Graffiti.” Not
only was Mark fortunate enough to be involved with the sleeper hit of the year, but the
friendship that was made with Lucas would pay off in bigger ways. But that, of course,
is history.
As an aging leading man, Mark continues to persevere. He has shown that he can
still be sexy over 40. He is always at his best as an everyman grappling with extraordi¬
nary circumstances, which is why he appeals to so many of us-and will continue to do
so for years to come.

Upcoming Events
*WRBC is proud to announce its upcoming party to benefit breast cancer research.
The party is scheduled for April 13th and 14th at the Silo, and will feature a number of
DJ’s spinning a variety of music. Bates’ own DJ Sire will throw down some hot hip hop
wax. More details soon.
*Eugene Godfried will visit Bates in early April and host a number of shows on WRBC.
Godfried is a professional community organizer, music producer, and radio journalist.
For the past 26 years he has worked with Caribbean nations to promote ideas and ac¬
tions regarding popular culture and Caribbean identity. He is currently Director of the
Caribbean Division of Radio Havana, Cuba and has a show, “Caribbean Outlook.”
Find out more about Eugene Godfried at: <http://www.afrocubaweb.com/eugenegodfried/
eugenegodfried.html >
*Does some DJ have show you plan your life around? Did you flip on ‘RBC the other
day to find your mind blown away by someone you’d never listened to before? Nominate
a ‘DJ of the Week,’ and see their mug and embarrassing details spread across the ‘Stu¬
dent.’ Smuggle the essentials to dgahr@bates.edu and watch the magic happen.

Staff Wante(y
Camp O-AT-KA
Lake Sebago, Maine

CLASSIFIEDS

O-AT-KA is looking for male cabin counselors and
activity instructors in all areas! Work for one of the
top camps in the country!

Clubs and Student Groups!
Earn $ 1000 - $2000 this semester with
I the easy Campusfundraiser.com
I three hour fundraising event. No
| sales required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 9233238, or visit
<www.campusfundraiser.com>

Swimming, tennis, canoeing, windurfing, sailing, archery, riflery,
basketball, baseball, street hockey, pottery, woodshop, drama,
waterskiing, trip leaders, low’ ropes, soccer, arts & crafts, rocketry,
kitchen help, and much more!
Visit us at: ww \v.camnoatka.com
Call for brochure & video!
Founded in 1906!

1-800-818-8455
593 Sebago Rd, Sebago, ME 04029

Sports
Life Is Short, Advertise Hard
By MATT GAGNE

Staff Writer
I love television. Jeez, it’s practically my
best friend. Throughout my childhood it whis¬
pered the little secrets of life to me, the things
my parents never knew. By the time I was
four I learned I could run faster, jump fur¬
ther, hit harder, and win, win, win. But, of
course, that was only when I was wearing
my kick-ass Reebok Pumps. I mean, come on,
you knew that, right?
Granted I was only four-foot-nothing my
whole life, but those pumps - man, I was
Michael Jordan. Well, sort of. Life wasn’t as
simple as “Just do it” because after my mom
forced me to eat my vegetables, I’d have to
sneak off with the bag of Lay’s Potato Chips
and then go at it with my brother. “Dude,” I’d
shout in his face, “bet ya can’t eat just one.”
Life was good. Nearly every night I’d play
nerf-basketbali in my room with my little
bros., Larry Bird himself, but after home¬
work, naturally. Of course I’d change into my
pumps, my Reebok headband, the Nike-mesh
shorts, the NBA replica jersey, and pull one
sock up high in honor of Mr. Kittles, but hey
I drank Gatorade during TV time outs. What
can you say? Is it in you?
Recess was fun, but I’d go to school and
live for gym class. Where else could I put the
pumps to good use? Bragging rights galore,
ya know. Those were the good old days, but
when the Jordan’s took main stage, I cried.
My parents wouldn’t budge. All I heard was,
“No, No, No, No, No, get it? No!”
At one point there was some-presidential
fitness exam in school, but I was more con¬
cerned about wearing my Boston Bruins
sweatshirt on floor hockey days. If you
thought Ray Bourque had game, well, guess
again. Even in the springtime I’d bust out the
Sox cap and the replica jerseys. Of course I
was Wade Boggs, didn’t you know? Indeed, I
was. Before every Little League game I ate
chicken. Think that’s crazy? By the time I
was thirteen I had my whole life planned out.
I’d breeze through middle school, be the Jerry

Women s Lax
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ability to grab “all the ground balls.”
Leading the way was sophomore
Katherine Tiffany with four ground balls and
three assists from her midfield position.
First-year Lizzie Anson led the team with five
ground balls. Hohlt pointed out sophomore
Leora Seri as a defensive standout, as well
as first-year Lindsay Harvey. “They all
caused turnovers, and the attack played de¬
fense as well,” commented Hohlt.
Sophomore goalie Lindsay McFarlane
was again impressive, filling in for injured
starter Jen Strahle, and surrendering only
two girls in the first half. Junior Liz Coulson
played the second half in only her third game
as Bobcat goalie.
Other Bobcats who scored included tri-

Rice of the Junior High team, and march my
pretty little face up to high school while be¬
coming a three-year all-state candidate. I’d
go to some big time college. No, not quite. I
was going to Notre Dame. No questions
asked. Me Rudy? You bet. I even met the guy
and, of course, I wore my Notre Dame Jer¬
sey the day he came to school. But overall, I
thought my biggest choice in life was between
the NFL or the Major Leagues - no one told
me I could leave school and enter the draft
two years early.
So that little dream didn’t work out. In¬
stead, I played defensive back for the JV Jun¬
ior High Squad and wore only one receiver’s
glove, which I had found ripped and dis¬
carded by the snack bar. Yeah, I was eating a
snickers bar. I mean, if you’re hungry, why
wait? Besides, I had ill skills and more game
than Bo Jackson even though my one glove
and ten thousand wristbands weighed me
down. No, I wasn’t Michael Jackson. I was
Derek Mayes of the fightin’ Irish. Seriously
man.
You’d think I was on top of the world, and
so it seemed. In baseball I wore a pair of high
top cleats ‘cause they were the thingto have.
Ever watch Phil Planteer? I did. I even came
to bat like him; crouched down real low and
couldn’t hit a lick. It didn’t bother me though,
I just walked grinning like a million bucks in
my T-shirts.
I never was allowed to wear the Coed
Naked or Big Johnson attire. Maybe that’s
why I can’t get a girlfriend. Regardless, I had
the No Fear collection up the wazoo. How
could you not love the “I’m God get out of my
face” slogans? Pictures of baseballs and
phrases such as: “return to sender, I love the
smell of lumber in the springtime,” and some¬
thing like “I own you matched perfectly with
my Adidas wind-pants.” What are you think¬
ing? Of course they’re the real ones: three
gtripes - no more, no less. But nothing topped
my favorite shirt, which said, “If nobody’s
perfect, then I must be nobody.” Hey, I was
still the cool kid, the one nicknamed
“Mattitude” by my friends’ parents. Never
figured that one out.
Captains Jen Sail and Erin Flynn, who each
finished with three goals and an assist,
sophomore Kathrene Tiffany (3 assists), and
first-years Carrie Smith (3 goals), Kristi
Crawford (2 goals), Lori Jessup (2 assists)
and Becky Castle (assist). The offense made
up for a scoring drought early in the second
half by scoring four goals in the last six min¬
utes of the game.
Bridegewater St., which Hohlt said is an
“athletic and well-coached team,” was led by
junior Paula Habel, who led all scorers with
3 goals and 3 assists. Goalie Danielle Bean,
facing the Bobcat attack, was only able to
save 8 out of the 28 shots she faced. The
Bears dropped to 0-4 with the loss, while the
Bobcats are now 3-0.
The Bobcats look to continue their unde¬
feated start this afternoon against a South¬
ern Maine team that is in their first year oi
varsity lacrosse. The action gets under way
at 4 p.m. on John Bertram Field.
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Men’s Tennis
continued from page 20

knowledge of the game to doubles teammate
Ben Lamanna.
Norton added, “They are a very cocky,
loud team. They, and their fans, would try to
rattle us through some sort of distraction and
it really did nothing; it actually made me
laugh at times. Everyone kept their cool, re¬
mained focused, and we beat them easily.”
“They’re a bunch of good guys, but it
doesn’t take much to tick them off and get
them going," said Gastonguay.
After playing in one of the toughest indoor
facilities around, the Bobcat men traveled to
New London Sunday to play their first out¬
door match of the season. They were victori¬
ous in a 7-0 sweep of the Camels of Connecti¬
cut College. Bouncing back from Saturday’s
doubles loss, Todorov and Meyer downed
second seeded Hal Tabackman and Mike
Marvel, 8-6, while Lamanna and Danforth
defeated Cam Clark and Dan Griffin, 8-6.
Macdonald and Carty followed suit, winning
over Justin Chui and Asa Margolis, 8-0.
Macdonald remained unbeaten in singles
play with a 6-0, 7-6 (3) win over Clark.
Todorov, playing in Norton’s usual second
position, took quick care of Tabackman, win¬
ning 6-1, 6-0, and both Lamanna and Carty
won in straight sets. Jeff Grom, added to
Sunday’s lineup in Norton’s absence, de¬
feated Chui in straight sets, 6-4, 6-4, to com¬
plete the sweep.
“Norton had a commitment back at Bates
for his thesis that he could not postpone. We
knew Connecticut would be one of our easier
matches, so we weren’t too concerned [hav¬
ing] to play without him,” said Danforth.
“Milko stepped it up big, probably played
his best match so far,” said Gastonguay.
Last Wednesday the Bobcat B squad trav¬
eled to Gorham, Maine to battle with the Hus¬
kies of Southern Maine University. Pleased
with his team’s 7-0 performance over the
Husky varsity squad, Gastonguay com¬
mented, “These guys are very good players,
but sometimes it’s a catch-22. You want to
come into a great program that’s ranked
nationally but sometimes the [varsity] play¬
ingtime just isn’t there—it’s all about work¬
ing hard and improving.”
In doubles play, first-seeded Chris Callagy
and Scott Lombardi downed USM’s David
Dube and Tung Ha, 8-3, while Mike
Hoverman and Andrew Zook shutout Justin
continued from page 20 Lewis and Kendon Warren, 8-0, to give the
Bobcats’ the all-important doubles victory.
Untouched in singles play, Bates’ handed
and Peter Lovelace held their opponent to
USM their first loss of the season as Callagy,
five goals. Dobbyn lead the way with a ca¬
Lombardi, and Josh Smith each won in
reer-high 14 saves, while Lovelace helped
straight sets. Hoverman defeated Warren, 6out with 3 of his own.
0,6-0, and Zook downed Jay Phelps, 6-0,6-1.
Clements also played a key role in the
On March 31st Bates will host Bowdotn
team’s overall performance by winning 14
at 10 a.m. and Coast Guard at 5 p.m. in Merrill
of the 15 faceoffs he took en route to a 15- !
Gymnasium. Bates will enter the contest with
5 overall advantage.
a perfect 4-0 record while Bowdoin, having
Early on, the game seemed like it would
lost only to Trinity, will bring a potential 6-1
be a competitive match-up, but after the
record to the table pending the outcome of
Bobcats settled down, it was obvious who
their match with MIT on the 29th. Coast
the better team was. Fedullo felt the game
Guard, who lost to Brandeis earlier in the
was in hand after the first quarter, com¬
season, is currently 2-2.
menting, “I think we played poorly early
Last year Bowdoin defeated Bates 6-1, but
on, but we picked up our game once we
the Bobcats look to continue their winning
settled down. After the first quarter we
ways in the 2001 season. “We are preparing
were playing some nasty lacrosse.”
all week for Bowdoin, working on doubles es¬
Tonight the Bobcats will host the men
pecially because of its importance to estab¬
from Plymouth State at 7:00, and then af¬ lishing momentum early on in the match. We
ter a brief three day rest they will begin
will come into our match Saturday ready to
the always-tough NESCAC schedule by
destroy them physically and mentally,” said
facing the Wesleyan Cardinals on Satur¬
Danforth.
day in Middletown, Connecticut. Then,
Commenting on the continued success of
they turn right around to face Amherst in
the nationally ranked squad, Norton added,
Lewiston on Sunday.
“We know we have a lot more to lose than
This week will be a great test for the
other teams do when they play us, but with
team for a couple reasons. First, it will be
each win we start to realize we can beat more
the first time the team will have to play
and more people, and want to keep doing
three games in one week, and it will also
that. We don’t sit back and hope we win each
be the team’s first match up with in-league
time, we enjoy doing what it takes to make
rivals. It is going to take a great overall
sure we put ourselves in the best possible
effort for the Bobcats to bring home their
situation to win. [T]he fact that this has been
3rd, 4th; and 5th wins of the season.
working is creating a lot more confidence,
not pressure.”
Sometimes when I was feeling down, I’d
bust out the “It’s not who you know, it’s who
knows me” T-shirt. I think I wore it when I
tore up the elementary track and field day
and under my jersey for the big soccer games.
Yeah, I was nasty at soccer, but of course I
quit. Screw the potential, the local records,
and the past state championships, when did
I ever see soccer on Sports Center? Thank
you very much. I transferred to “football” and
played Quarterback for the Green Team. I
attribute the City Championship to nothing
less than my Nike Sharks - the latest design
in footwear technology. So what if I just ran
QB sneaks every other play behind the right
guard? Just because he’s proven himself to
be one of the world’s best hockey players and
now tears it up in the Hockey East for BU
doesn’t mean didly-squat - he must wear
Bauer skates, that’s all.
I guess I turned out all right. Average per¬
haps. I’ve turned down three Big Ten schools
on basketball scholarships just because they
weren’t Notre Dame. I said to myself, “If the
Irish aren’t calling there’s no way I’m play¬
ing for Joe Schmoe. It’s ACC or nothing.”
Duke’s program wouldn’t reconcile with my
demands: I needed three cars, not two.
Though UNC gave me four cars, they couldn’t
find me an albino black-lab, so I just gave up
and headed to some half-witted, smoked-up
party school in Maine. You see, they’re not
in the NCAA B-ball tourney so I’ve gotta be
right in assuming-Oh yeah.
In all seriousness, however, I turned out
just fine. I thank my parents for not getting
me the Air Jordans, for feeding me veg¬
etables, for grounding me when I tried to
shave my brother’s head because he ate two
potato chips, and for making sure I always
did my homework before trying to rip it up
in Nerf-League-R-Us. If somewhere there’s
a moral in this story, your best bet is to in¬
terrupt me between the shouts of
“Wwwwhhhassssssuuuuuuppppppp” and
smack me in the back of the head.
Yeah, I’ve got some issues, but I guess it
just takes a little more to make a champion.
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How To Eliminate Those “Oh So Famous” Lovehandles
By ANYA BELANGER

Staff Writer
The first thing you have to realize is that
there is no “magic trick” to losing your
lovehandles. It took you months, probably
years to get the lovehandles in the first place,
so no matter how many crunches you do, they
are not going to magically melt away over
the weekend.
The sad truth is that you will have to work
for it. You will have to burn more calories
than you consume, and you will have to stick
to the plan for several weeks in order to
achieve this goal. That means less snacks in
front of the tube and more time on the tread¬
mill.
But do not despair! There IS a way to
make it through these weeks without suffer¬
ing from hunger and boredom. As long as you
keep in mind that you aren’t getting anything
for free, least of all a washboard, there are
plenty of ways to help yourself out along the
way.
But first, let’s get down to the actual
fatburning process. If you do not know the
basics, you’ll risk going through a lot of un¬
necessary suffering that won’t result in what
you want.

Priorities: The main objective is, surpris¬
ingly enough, NOT to burn fat but to main¬
tain your muscle. Why? The answer lies in
the function of the muscle vs. the fat. Fat is a
passive storage of energy. It does nothing but
sit there, waiting to be used. The muscle, on
the other hand, is ACTIVE tissue, using en¬
ergy itself. The more muscle you have, the
more energy is used, and it does in fact burn
a substantial amount of energy even while
you sleep.
Setting the gauge: First of all, you have to
find out your basal metabolism, i.e. mainte¬
nance need for calories. This is essential to
make sure you’re not fumbling in the dark
when you start altering it. Doing so is easy.
Write down everything you eat for a week
(without cheating). Get a good calorie-count¬
ing book, sum it up and split the total calo¬
ries into 7, and you have the daily mainte¬
nance level, assuming you didn’t gain or lose
weight during that week.
Cutting calories: Aim for creating a small
calorie deficit of about 500 kcal a day. This
means 3500 calories a week, which happens
to equal a pound of fat. Any weight loss be¬
yond that 1 pound a week is undesirable, as
that most probably means you’ve burned a
bit of muscle in the process. Your food con¬
sists of Protein, Carbohydrates, and Fat, of

Bates’ McLaughlin Named
Honorable All-American
Congratulations to senior Kate
McLaughlin, who this past week added yet
another accolaid to her collection by earn¬
ing honorable mention All-American honors
for the 2000-2001 season.
This honor, which is presented by the
Women’s Basketball Coaches Association is
the most impressive that McLaughlin has
earned during her incredible career at Bates.
Earlier this year, McLaughlin earned All-Dis¬
trict honors by the WBCA. She also received
four other first team All-New England hon¬
ors.
Those four honors came from the East¬
ern College Athletic Conference (ECAC), the
New England Women’s Basketball Associa¬
tion (NEWBA), the New England Small Col¬
lege Conference (NESCAC), and the Maine
Women’s Basketball Coaches Association
(MWBCA).

These honors were well deserved, as
McLaughlin ended her career at Bates as the
third all-time leading scorer with 1,208
points, and eighth on the all-time rebound
list with 635. More importantly, McLaughlin
finished with an overall team record of 8122.
This season, McLaughlin was fifth in the
NESCAC in scoring, averaging 15. 9 points
per game, eighth in rebounding at 8.4 per
game, and eighth in shooting percentage at
45.7. Kate lead the team in scoring 18 times
and in rebounding 15 times and recorded a
total of eight double-doubles. She also fin¬
ished second on the team in both blocks and
steals with 13 and 34 respectively.
This honor was a fantastic way for
McLaughlin to finish off her career at Bates
and her loss next year will be a huge void to
fill.

Men’s Track

impressive results. Zwick placed first in the
400 meter dash with a time of 50.27 seconds
and Sawler captured first in the 35 pound
weight throw with a heave of 17.23 meters.
Jackson placed fifth in the 55 meter high
hurdles with a time of 7.88 seconds.
“For the season, our team goals are to
defend our NESCAC Champioship and to win
the State of Maine,” said Sawler, “Our team
looks really good. We lost a lot of seniors
from last year’s team, but we still have a good
nucleus and we’re in a position to acheive
our goals.”
These three Bobcats performed well at the
ECAC Championships as well. Sawler took
first in the weight throw with a distance of
17.19 meters (56’04.75").
Zwick placed fifth in the 400 meter dash
with a time of 49.68 seconds, and Jackson
took seventh in the 55 meter hurdles with a
time of 7.96 seconds.
Sawler also qualified for the NCAA Divi¬
sion III Indoor Track and Field Champion¬
ships, held March 9-10 at the University of
Wisconsin-Oshkosh, where he placed sev¬
enth in the 35 pound weight throw with a dis¬
tance of 17.27 meters (56’08.00").
“Personally for the season, I want to make
Nationals in hammer and discus and score
well in the shot put in the New England
meet,” said Sawler.
“Our team looks solid and confident,” said
Jackson, “We are ready to get going and start
running.”
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teams, the 4X100 and the 4x400 to be very
successful and possibly qualify for nationals.
Gresham and Jackson, among others, en¬
ter the outdoor season off excellent indoor
seasons.
Bates enters the outdoor season on the
heels of a successful indoor one. Here’s a
breakdown of exactly what happened during
that campaign: In the Maine State Champi¬
onships, the Bates 4x800 meter relay team
of sophomore Eric Knackmuhs, junior Jus¬
tin Pagnotta, first-year Trent Lierman and
sophomore Malcolm Gray captured the title.
Zwick claimed the championship in the 200
meter dash (with a school and facility record
time) and in the 400 meter dash as well.
Sawler, another multiple winner, captured
the title in both the 35 pound weight throw
and the shot put. Jackson placed first in the
55 meter high hurdles and Matt Ondra won
the pole vault.
“Basically, the outdoor season is a good
opportunity to take a lot of people to Nation¬
als, more so than in the indoor season,” said
Jackson, “Also, since we are the defending
NESCAC Champions, having a good perfor¬
mance there is a high priority for our team.”
At the New England Division III Indoor
Championships, several Bobcats also posted

which fat is the “bandit”. The reason is
simple: while protein and carbs only contain
4 calories per gram, the fat contain a whop¬
ping 9 calories per gram. In essence, this
means that you can eat more than TWICE
AS MUCH protein and carbs as fat for the
same amount of calories.
Eating Right: The most essential trap to
avoid is cutting down on protein. Experi¬
ments have shown that bodybuilders should
eat approx. 1 gram of protein for every pound
of bodyweight for best results. More, and
you’re putting unnecessary strain on the kid¬
neys without much in return, and less means
holding back your gains. When you cut down
on calories, you either keep the protein in¬
take up or the body will start eating away on
the muscle to gets its protein. A recommen¬
dation would be to aim for about 33% pro¬
tein (250 grams or 1000 kcal), 50% carbs (375
grams or 1500 kcal) 17% fat (55,5 grams or
500 kcal). Why the fat? Shouldn’t I avoid that
like the plague? No, if you do so your body
will adjust to a “non-fat” environment and
hold on to what it’s got. But try to avoid satu¬
rated fats (butter etc.) in favor of olive oil,
fish oil, and similar sources.
Training: In order to maintain muscle
while burning fat, I think that a combination
of cardiovascular training, such as treadmill,

Stairmaster, biking, etc. and traditional
weight training works best. The cardio al¬
lows you to burn, say, an extra 800 kcal 3-4
times a week, while the training requires
your muscles to remain strong and intact.
Work out on an almost-empty stomach,
preferrably in the morning and for about 3045 minutes. A good idea is to get a protein
drink =96 pure protein - before going to the
gym, as it’ll help you spare muscle, but avoid
carbs until AFTER the training. Avoid doing
BOTH cardio and weight training on the
same day.
Motivation: So, how does one survive a life
of constant hunger you ask? Simple - you
don’t really have to. Like I said, fat is very
calorie-dense while protein and carbs are
not. You’ll be surprised how much more you
will find on your plate when replacing the fat
stuff with protein and carbs. A good trick is
to eat several, small meals throughout the
day to keep your blood sugar even. However,
make sure to get some protein with each little
meal.
Once a week you can have a treat. And
you won’t even have to feel bad about it. Re¬
ward yourself with that juicy cheeseburger
on Friday night! Just take it into account for
the weekly calorie-count, and as long as you
keep it strictly to ONCE a week.

Senior Peggy Ficks Garners
Academic All-District Honors
Senior Peggy Ficks has been named to the
Verizon Academic All District I At-Large first
team for her achievements on the field and
in the classroom, With this honor, Ficks, a
goalkeeper for the Bates Field Hockey team
and a captain for the 2000 season, has earned
a spot on the 2001 national ballot.
“Academics and athletics have been a ma¬
jor focus in my life so far, and I've had a ton
of fun doing both at Bates,” commented
Ficks. “I've worked pretty hard and it's nice
to have my efforts recognized especially at
the end of my career here - sort of like going
out on a high note.”
For the 2000 season, Ficks was named a
second team All-American, a first team Re¬
gional All-American and a second team AllNESCAC performer. She sported a 1.45 goals
against average and made 148 saves. She
played all but 26 minutes of the season for
the Bobcats, during which she posted a .865
save percentage. Eleven times this season
she allowed one goal or less.

For her career, Ficks has 176 recorded
shut-outs, ranking her first on the Bates alltime list, and she is second in goals against
average (1.39), saves (597) and save percent¬
age (.882).
She played in 58 of 59 games in her ca¬
reer and started 57 of those. Ficks led the
Bobcats to three consecutive postseason ap¬
pearances, highlighted by a 1999 campaign
in which the team had all-4 record and cap¬
tured the top seed in the ECAC Tournament.
She has been on the Dean’s List every se¬
mester she has been at Bates and has also
been named to the Academic All-NESCAC
team five times, (three times for field hockej
and two times for softball). She is also a
member of the Bates Student Athletic Advi¬
sory Committee.
Ficks is the fourth Bobcat to be selected
to a Verizon Academic team this season,
Kate Hagstrom and Kristina Godek (voEeyball) and Billy Hart (basketball) were all sec¬
ond-team members.

SARAH JEANNE’S
FAMILY HAIR
8c TANNING
77 Satoattus Street
Lewiston, ME 04240
PHONE: (207) 795-6778
Where The Customer
Comes 1st~

Monday-Bates Hair Day10% off Hair Service
Wednesday—Bates Nails Day—10% off Nails
Full Hair Care, Computer Imaging, Manicures, Pedicures,
Body Piercing, Waxing, Tanning (First Tan Free)
OPEN DAILY: M-F 9am-9pm, Sat 9am-6pm, Sun 8am-3 pm
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Shutup!
By BILLY HART
Staff Writer
“So it appears the Celtics are going
to qualify for the playoffs? That’s great
huh?” No, it’s not great; in fact it would
be the polar opposite of great. On a list
of great events, a Celtics playoff birth
would rank an eyelash below attending
a Sports Illustrated swimsuit photo-op
blindfolded.
The C’s would not be qualifying for
the playoffs. At 30-38, they would merely
be accepting an invitation to become the
pinata at Philadelphia’s playoff party.
Excuse me if I don’t join you in a
celebratory chest bump.
Before limping back to the bluegrass
state and college basketball, a scene he
never should have abandoned, Rick
Pitino tallied countless accomplish¬
ments in Boston. Attendance in hub’s
theater district exploded during basket¬
ball season, parking around the Fleet
Center became as free and clear as a
Johnny Cocoran defendant, and his
pasta sauce-bravo. However, he also left
behind a festering perception that me¬
diocrity is acceptable, an attitude that
should not be conducive with the grand
Celtic tradition.
“How could you not be excited about
the playoffs? The Celts boast the foun¬
dation and are on the right track, right?”
Wrong. The only construction analogies
fitting the Celts should include kero¬
sene, dynamite, and a wrecking ball.
Boston has two potential All-Star for¬
wards, who unfortunately fill identical
positions, in Paul Pierce and Antoine
Walker.
The rest of the C’s roster presents the
facade of an NBA foster home. Milt
Palacio, banished by the 17-48 Washing¬
ton Wizards, is starting at point guard.
Now that is wizardry. Bryant Stith has
emerged as the most consistent perim¬
eter scorer. He was released by a Den¬
ver Nuggets franchise synonymous with
the term air ball. The Celtics starting
center carousel of Vitale Potapenko,
Mark Blount, and Tony Battie consis¬
tently provide 15 fouls, a few awkward
jump shots, and the insatiable urge to
pound Advil by the handful.
“But you can’t root for your team to
lose, that’s unethical.” I am not shak¬
ing the magic eight ball praying for
Celtics losses to accumulate. 1 just wish
fans would recognize the perilous situ¬
ation the C’s are fooling around with.
Do you know what happens to teams
that qualify for the 8th spot in the play¬
offs? They do the same thing the next
year and the next; it becomes a mind¬
less tradition. Ownership will shy away
from reconstruction under the bogus
perception that they are a few progres¬
sions away from contending.
“O.K. genius, then what ought to en¬
sue with out beloved Celtics?” Hey, take
it easy, I never claimed to be the rein¬
carnation of Red Auerbach. I believe
Boston’s best bet to become an NBA Fi¬
nals candidate commences with the
wholesale restructuring of the front of¬
fice. AKA, bring back Larry Bird. A new
coach, possibly Rick Carlile, should be
placed in charge.
Apologies to Jim O’Brien, but any
bond with Pitino must be severed. Fi¬
nally, lets roll the dice in the lottery;
maybe some leprechaun magic can
grease the old ping-pong balls. The vi¬
sion of Duke’s Jason Williams donning
a green jersey gives me a warm tingly
feeling.
Rosie Perez best summarizes the
Celtics’ fate in the classic film “White
Men Can’t Jump,” eloquently stating,
“Sometimes when you win you actually
lose, and sometimes when you lose you
actually win.” As for the playoff talk,
SHUT UP!

Baseball Drops Pair To Worcester St.
By NICK MACINNIS
Staff Writer
On a neutral field in Sandwich, Massachu¬
setts, the Bates College Baseball team
dropped its first two games of the 2001 north¬
ern campaign last Saturday. After having
Thursday’s game at Endicott College re¬
scheduled because of the rain and snow that
covered much of the northeast, the Bobcats
had to wait for Saturday’s double-header
against Worcester State to open up the New
England portion of their schedule.
The opening act, however, was not a suc¬
cessful one as the Bobcats (0-6) fell behind
early in both games, and were swept by
scores of 17-8 and 17-2, respectively.
“This weekend’s games were frustrating be¬
cause we played so well for five innings in
the first game and then slept walked through
the next nine innings of baseball,” said Ben
Donaldson. “We are a very physically tal¬
ented team with the potential to win a lot of
games. It's just a matter of getting a couple
wins and some confidence that plays are go¬
ing to be made. We'll be fine, we've just got to
get the ball rollling.”
Coming into the game, the Bates’ team

knew that runs would be at a premium
against the talented and experienced pitch¬
ing staff of Worcester State. In game one,
Bates sent its own talent and experience to
the mound in the form of its ace, Kevin Walsh.
The Bobcats touched the Worcester State
pitcher early, jumping out to an early 2-0
lead.Worcester State cut the deficit in half in
the home half of the inning, though, getting
to Walsh for a run.
After a four-run Worcester State third in¬
ning and a scoreless fourth, Bates was trail¬
ing 7-4 heading into the fifth. Things changed
in the fifth, however, as Bates rallied for four
runs and an 8-7 lead. The rally was keyed by
first-year third baseman Nate Maxwell's tworun single and RBI triple by left-fielder Ja¬
son Pinkham, and it left Bates six outs from
its first victory.
Those six outs, much like a victory for this
Bobcat squad, proved to be elusive, as
Worcester State answered the Bobcats’ rally
with a ten-run sixth inning to reclaim the lead
for good. In that ten-run sixth, most of which
came off of Bates first-year pitcher Ben
Megrian, the Lancers sent thirteen men to
the plate and took advantage of two costly
Bates’ errors to put the game away.
. Using the momentum it built up in the last

two innings of game one, Worcester State
jumped to an early lead in game two, victim¬
izing Bates’ starting pitcher Shawn Kingman
for eight runs over the first two innings. At
the plate, the Bobcats were silenced by
Lancer’ pitcher Todd Kelley, who combined
with three other pitchers to limit Bates to
three hits. One of those precious few hits
came in the fifth, when Donaldson tried to
ignite the Bates’ offense, singling in a run
and cutting the lead to 8-1. Worcester State
answered the modest rally with another huge
inning in the bottom of the fifth, when the
Lancers scored nine runs, extending the lead
to 17-1.
One positive is first-year Drew McKenna,
who continues to swing the bat well for Bates,
as he registered an inconsequential RBI
double in the seventh to account for the 17-2
final.
It hasn’t been a great start for Bates, but
with a huge double-header against Tufts (the
NESCAC opener for both teams) coming up
this Saturday, the Bobcats had better put
these results behind them quickly. Before the
twin-bill in Medford, however, Bates must
prepare for its home-opener on Leahey Field,
this Thursday against the University of
Maine-Farmington.

M. Track Looks Softball Optimistic About
To Repeat Past Northern Portion Of Schedule
Success In 2001
The inevitable changing of winter to
spring can’t come soon enough for the squad
of warriors known as the Bates Softball team.
With their record at 3-8 so far this season
after play in Florida and Maryland, the team
is looking to dominate the diamond as soon
as possible against their northern foes.
While Bates was buried under three feet
of snow, the team opened the season in
warmer climates this February, with prac¬
tices and games in Florida. They lost their
first game against Mercyhurst, but squeeked
by in the second, 2-1, in 8 innings. The ‘Cats
destroyed the Milwaukee School of EngineerLng9-1, but didn’t fair well against their other
opponents, Rollins and York College.
The Seagull Invitational at Salisbury
State in Maryland was another opportunity
for the squad to play their game outside of
the snowbound Northeast. The team went 1> on the weekend but was matched up
against five strong teams that had been play¬
ing outside for weeks and were coming off
great seasons last year. The team that they
beat, Wesley, had a 20-14 season last year,
while Cabrini, Moravian, Wilkes and
Salisbury State had all appeared in either
the NCAA or ECAC postseasons.
Coach Lexow was enthusiastic about
starting this year, saying “The team has had
an outstanding preseason. While we would
have liked to come home with a few more
wins, we competed extremely well against
very good competition. I believe if we con¬
tinue to play as well as we did in Maryland,
we will have a very successful spring. If we
can improve in a few areas, we could have
the best season in the history of the pro¬
gram.”
Bates is part of the NESCAC Eastern di¬
vision that consists of Bates, Bowdoin, Colby,

Tufts and Trinity Bates will play a double
header against each of these teams, as well
as other New England schools, including
Brandeis, Plymouth State and U.Maine
teams. The top two teams from the Eastern
division will face the best from the Western
division, which consists of Williams
Amherst, Middlebury and Hamilton, to deter¬
mine the conference champion. The cham¬
pion will qualify for this spring’s NCAA tour¬
nament.
Tufts dominated the division last year,
winning the conference and NCAA regional
titles. They also went on to the Division III
World Series. Bates will be playing them in
just two weeks, on April 7th at Tufts.
The Bobcats have been closely matched
against Maine foes Bowdoin and Colby in
past years. Last season, 3 of the 4 games
against Bowdoin were decided in the seventh
or extra innings, and the team split a hard
fought double header with Colby. Bates will
face both of these teams in April; Bowdoin
on the 11th and Colby on the 26th.
The team is excited to prove itself in the
North, and show their opponents how they’ve
improved. This year the team has a stingy
defense lead by pitchers Krissie Whiting,
Vicki Clark and Ginger Walsh. On the offen¬
sive side, the team hopes to feature an ag¬
gressive attack with current batting average
leaders Kelley Kugel (.312), Krissie Whiting
(.306) and Cami Dyson (.294).
Also look to captains Anna Wulffleff,
Laura Lent and Jen Googins for some excit¬
ing play and determination in their last sea¬
son.
Coach Lexow is optimistic about the
team’s performance “While to date we have
not produced as many runs as we’d like, 1
expect our bats to come alive. We’ll be ready
when the snow melts!”
The Bobcats were suppose to meet UNE
tomorrow, but due to the weather, will have
to wait to travel to Wesleyan this weekend.

season, and Hurley nearly qualified for NCAA
Championships.
Meanwhile, Zwick, Jackson, Stephen
Gresham, and Justin Easter lead a talented
group of runners. Easter was an All-Ameri¬
can last year in the steeplechase, while
Zwick put on quite a show in the NESCAC
Championships.
He was a co-recipient of the Frank
Sabasteanski Memorial Award, given to the

most outstanding male performer at the
meet. He was one of only two athletes at the
championship to win multiple NESCAC
championship titles. Not only did he win the
100 Meter Dash and the 200 Meter Dash, but
he also anchored the 4x400 relay team that
placed second, and the 4x100 team that
placed fourth.
Fereshetian also expects both relay
Continued on page 17

By STEVE HALLAS
Staff Writer

By AMANDA BECK
Assistant Sports Editor
The Men’s Outdoor Track and Field team
will open up their 2001 season this Saturday,
March 31, at the Smith Invitational. Led by
senior captains Kevin Jackson, Steve Mague,
and Erik Zwick, and junior captains Greg
Hurley and Jaime Sawler, the Bobcats ap¬
pear poised to defend their title as 2000
NESCAC Champions. Last season, the team
won their first ever NESCAC championship,
defeating Williams by a convincing 38.5 point
margin.
“The transition from the indoor to outdoor
season provides a great deal of promise for
our team this year,” said Zwick. “I expect to
see a lot of members step up into new roles
and perform at a high level. For the first time
in several decades we have a very strong
sprint contingent that should produce many
excellent individual and relay perfor¬
mances.”
According to head coach A1 Fereshetian,
defending the NESCAC Championship is one
of the Bobcats’ primary goals.
And with some improvements over the
course of the season, Fereshetian believes
that goal is achievable.
Fereshetian would also like to see Bates
win the Maine State Championships, and
believes that a top-three finish at the Divi¬
sion III New England Championships isn’t
out of the question.
Those three meets will occur on consecu¬
tive weekends, beginning April 21st.
However, according to Fereshetian, this
year’s squad should get better with every
meet, so he’s hoping they peak at the NCAA
Championships, May 24-26 at Milliken Uni¬
versity in Illinois.
The Bobcats could have numerous ath¬
letes qualify for nationals, something that
could drastically improve the overall finish
of the team in that meet.
Despite the losses of Mike Danahy, Lucas
Adams, and Matt Twiest, expect numerous
Bobcats to step up this season. Sawler and
Hurley lead the way for the Bates’ throwers,
this past winter, and expect both to do the
same this spring.
Sawler just missed an All-American fin¬
ish in the weight throw during the indoor
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Men’s Tennis, 5-0
Bates 7, Conn. 0 (3/25)
Singles
1. Alex Macdonald (Ba) def. Cam Clark (CC),
6-0, 7-6 (3)
2. Milko Todorov (Ba) def. Hal Tabaekman
(CC), 6-1, 6-0
3. David Meyer (Ba) def. Chris Peters (CC),
6-1, 6-2
4. Ben Lamanna (Ba) def. Dan Griffin (CC),
6-1, 7-6 (5)
5. Brett Carty (Ba) def. Mike Marvel (CC), 61,6-3
6. Jeff Grom (Ba) def. Justin Chui (CC), 6-4,
6-4
Doubles
1. Lamanna/Chris Danforth def. Clark/Grif¬
fin 8-6
2. Todorov/Meyer def. Tabackman/Marvel 86

3. Carty/Macdonald def. Chui/Asa Margolis
8-0

Bates 6, Brandeis 1 (3/24)
Singles
1. Alex Macdonald (Ba) def. Herb Miller (Br),
6-2, 6-1
2. Greg Norton (Ba) def. Abe Block (Br), 6-2,
6-1
3. Milko
Todorov
(Ba)
def.
Mo
Seyedsayamdesti (Br), 6-2, 6-4
4. Tasos Logothetis (Br) def. Dave Meyer
(Ba), 6-7, 6-4, 7-6
5. Ben Lamanna (Ba) def. Alan Berk (Br), 64, 6-7, 6-1
6. Brett Carty (Ba) def. Gary Falkowitz (Br),
6-3, 6-1
Doubles
1. Norton-Macdonald (Ba) def. Miller-Berk
(Br), 8-6
2. Lamanna-Chris Danforth (Ba) def. BlockSchiff (Br), 8-6
3. Logothetis-Falkowitz (Br) def. TodorovMeyer (Ba), 9-8

Bates 7, USM 0 (3/21)
Singles
1. Christopher Callagy (B) def. David Dube
(USM), 6-3, 6-2
2. Scott Lombardi (B) def. Justin Lewis
(USM), 6-3, 6-2
3. Josh Smith (B) def. Tung Ha (USM), 6-3,
6-1
4. Mike Hoverman (B) def. Kendon Warren
(USM), 6-0, 6-0
5. Andrew Zook (B) def. Jay Phelps (USM),
6-0, 6-1
Doubles
1. Callagy-Lombardi (B) def. Debe-Ha (USM),
8-3
2. Hoverman-Zook (B) def. Lewis-Warren
(USM), 8-0

Baseball 0-6
Worcester State 16,
Bates 8 (3/24)
Worcester State 17,
Bates 2
Game One:
Bates (0-5)
202 040 0 - 8 11 3
Worcester St.
124 0 09 x - 16 13 2
Batteries: B, Kevin Walsh, Ben Megrian (4)
and Ben Donaldson.
WS, Chris Fuller, Zack Platts (5) and Eric
Swedberg.
W Platts. L: Megrian (0-1)
2B: B, John Merriman 2, Rob Maguire, Ben
Donaldson, Matt Pound, Christian Galligher.
WS, Tim Leonard, Matt Heenan.
3B: B, Jason Pinkham
HR: WS, Eric Swedberg, Don Lehtola

This Week’s Athletic Schedule
Tuesday: Women’s Lacrosse vs. The Univer¬
sity of Southern Maine (4:00 p.m.); Men’s
Lacrosse vs. Plymouth St. (7:00 p.m)
Thursday: Baseball vs. Maine-Farmington
(3:00 p.m.)

Saturday: Men’s Tennis vs. Bowdoin (10:00
a.m.); Men’s Tennis vs. Coast Guard (5:00
p.m.); Men’s Track and Field at Smith Invi¬
tational (10:00 a.m.)

Game Two:
Bates (0-6)
Worcester St.

000010 1- 234
1 7 0 0 9 0 x - 17 15 1

Batteries: B, Shawn Kingman, Billy Karz (4),
Ryan Weaver (6) and Ben Donaldson. WS,
Todd Kelly, Shaffer (6) and Don Lehtolo, Matt
Bertonazzi (6).
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Bobcat Of
The Week

2B: B, Drew McKenna. WS, Corey Davis, Jay
Miller.
HR: WS, Matt Heenan

Men’s Lax, 2-1
Bates 14, USMMA 5 (3/24)
1 2 3 4 F
Bates
1 2 2 0—5
USMMA 2 4 3 5—14
Goals: Bates, Dave Frederick 3, Peter Fedullo
3, Jack Sandler 2, Matt Winterle 2, Patrick
Gaughan 2, Scott Duddy, Aron Bell. USMMA,
Jim Krantz 2, Ross Cutler, Nick Watts, George
O’ Connor.
Assists: Bates, Aaron Sells 2, Ryan Taylor 2,
Frederick 2, Gaughan 2, Fedullo, Sandler.
USMMA, Phil Egge 2, Watts.
Goalies: Bates, Mark Dobbyn, 45 minutes, 14
saves, 5 goals. Peter Lovelace, 15 minutes, 3
saves, 0 goals allowed. USMMA: Teague
Murphy, 60 mintues, 5 saves, 14 goals al¬
lowed.
Team Stats
Shots: Bates 29, USMMA 34
Ground Balls: Bates 25, USMMA 39
Faceoffs: Bates 15, USMMA 5

Women’s Lax, 3-0
Bates 20, Bridge. 9(3/25)
1 2
F
Bates .
11 9—20
Bridewater State
2 7 — 9
Goals: Bates, Liz Lawler 5, Catherine Crosby
4, Jen Sail 3, Erin Flynn 3, Carrie Smith 3,
Kathrene Tiffany 2, Kristi Crawford 2.
Bridewater St., Paula Habel 3, Stacie Dufour,
Jen Cullen, Laura Swart.
Assists: Bates, Becky Castle, Sail, Tiffany.
Bridgewater St., Habel 3, Dufour.
Goalies: Bates, Lindsay Macfarlane, 60 min¬
utes, 9 goals allowed, 7 saves.
Bridgewater St., Danielle Bean, 60 minutes,
20 goals allowed, 8 saves.

Alex Macdonald

Erin MullinJThe Bates Student

Alex Macdonald is the Bobcat of the Week.
Macdonald, a sophomore from
Bridgewater, Connecticut, lead his team to
an undefeated weekend against Brandeis
College and Connecticut College, upping the
team’s overall mark to a perfect 5-0.
Against Brandeis, Macdonald won deci¬
sively 6-2, 6-1 in the top singles spot. In
doubles competition, he teamed up with Greg
Norton in the top doubles position and the
two Bobcats’ won 8-6.
In his home state of Connecticut against
the Camels of Conn. College, Macdonald
again lead the team in the top singles spot
winning, 6-0, 7-6. He also won his doubles
match 8-0 with partner Brett Carty.

The statistics for this
scoreboard page have been
compiled from the Bates
Sports Information Website,
which can be accessed at
www.bates.edu/sports.

BATES CONNECTION
FREE PRIZES AND PIZZA!!!
MONDAY TO THURSDAY
MARCH 26 TO MARCH 29
4 PM -10 PM
CALL ACCEPTED STUDENTS AND TALK ABOUT LIFE
AT BATES AND WHY THEY SHOULD COME HERE
EMAIL: bjarkows@bates.edu with questions

Congratulations to the
Bobcat
of the
Week:
Alex Macdonald
Men’s Tennis
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Undefeated Week Leaves M. Tennis 5-0
By MATT GAGNE

Staff Writer
The Bates Men’s Tennis squad took to the
road this past weekend and increased their
winning streak to four matches with convinc¬
ing wins over Brandeis, 6-1, and Connecti¬
cut College, 7-0. Their record is now an un¬
blemished 5-0 in the young stages of the 2001
season. Pleased by his squad’s play, head
coach Paul Gastonguay commented, “[This
past weekend] was a big step, we expected
to win. We expect to win every time we play.”
With typical strong play coming from the

duo of Alex Macdonald and Greg Norton at
the first doubles position, the Bobcats quickly
gained momentum heading into singles play
against the Judges on the 24th in Waltham,
Mass. With only one previous loss against
Middlebury, Macdonald and Norton defeated
Brandeis’ Herb Miller and Alan Berk, 8-6,
while Bates’ Ben Lamanna and team captain
Chris Danforth, unbeaten on the year,
downed Abe Block and Adam Schiff, 8-6, to
capture the doubles point. Bates’ Milko
Todorov and Dave Meyer dropped their first
doubles match of the year to Tasos
Logothetis and Gary Falkowitz, 9-8 (6).
“Todorov and Meyer played a tough team

on Saturday, they had a few match points at
the end that just didn’t go their way. They
are playing well as a team and will continue
to improve as we focus towards Bowdoin,”
said Danforth.
In singles play, the nationally ranked tan¬
dem of Macdonald and Norton remained un¬
defeated with impressive, straight-set wins
over Brandeis’ Miller, 6-2, 6-1, and Block, 62, 6-1, respectively. Gastonguay was im¬
pressed with their level of play saying that if
these two and the rest of his squad approach
every match in full force that they can com¬
pete with anyone, regardless of ranking.
Todorov bounced back from doubles play to

M. Lax Downs W Lax Bounces Bridgewater State
USMMA 13-5;
Hosts Plymouth
State Tonight
By PATRICK BOYAGGI

Assistant Sports Editor
On Saturday, the men’s lacrosse team
made one of their longest treks of the year,
traveling to Kings Point, New York to face
the United States Merchant Marine Acad¬
emy. The trip was worthwhile, as the Bob¬
cats earned a 13-5 victory. This win
marked the team’s first road victory of the
year, improving their overall mark to 2-1.
Despite a lethargic start to the game,
the men from Bates were still able to take
a 2-1 first quarter lead.
In the second quarter, the Bobcats’ of¬
fense came to life by scoring four unan¬
swered goals. Junior Dave Frederick, who
scored the first goal less than three min¬
utes into the quarter, sparked the flurry
of goals.
First-year Ben Clements thought the
second quarter was when the Bobcats
truly started rolling, saying “The team
started out very slowly, but we stepped it
up in the second quarter when we began
to play some very good old time lacrosse,
especially in transition.”
Regardless of the “old time” lacrosse,
the men from USMMA were still in the
game going into half time. They trailed 63. The second half started out in much the
same way as the first. In the third period,
USMMA was able to hang tight, going into
the final quarter only down 9-5.
However, in the fourth and final period
the Bobcats dominated the field at both
ends and proved their superiority. In the
quarter, the offense again exploded with
five straight goals while the defense shut
USMMA out completely.
Joining Frederick in the attack were
Pat Gaughan, Jack Sandler, and Pete
Fedullo, who all tallied two goals on the
day. Also, leading the way in assists were
Frederick and Gaughan, along with Ryan
Taylor and Aaron Sells, who each chipped
in with two assists.
On the defensive end, the goaltending
was again impressive. For the second
game in a row the tandem of Mark Dobbyn

Continued on page 16

Women’s Lax will look to overpower USM this evening.
By MIKE LOPEZ

Staff Writer
Facing its first test in the Northeast this
year, the Bobcat women’s lacrosse team
came out firing and defeated Bridgewater St.
. handily, 20-9, in Bridgewater, Mass, on Sun¬
day, March 25. The team has won their first
three games of the year, already matching
the win total of last year.
Coach Wynn Hohlt was concerned with
how the team would fare, playing their first
game in a month on a very damp surface. But
the team responded, seizing an 11-2 lead by
halftime. “The first half was great...we have
not played in a month, so there was a little
trepidation, but we came out strong and did

File Finite

some nice things.”
Leading the way was an unstoppable
Bates’ attack. Sophomore Liz Lawler, who
netted a career-high five goals on the day,
and first-year Catherine Crosby, who also
had a career-high four goals, led the Bobcats’
offense. Lawler and Crosby were both im¬
pressive with their decision making, speed,
and ability to possess the ball. Also vital to
the teams early success was first-year Car¬
rie Smith, a force at midfield, who won nine
draw contests.
The Bobcat defense held strong in the first
half as well, surrendering only two goals and
helping Bates to an 11-2 halftime advantage.
The team played their zone defense to per¬
fection, and Hohlt was quick to note Bates’

Continued on page 16

defeat Mohammad Seyedsayamdost, 6-2, 64, but teammate Meyer dropped his second
match of the year, losing to Logothetis, 6-7
(3), 6-4,7-6 (12-10). Bates’ Lamanna defeated
Berk in three sets, 6-4,6-7 (3), 6-1, while Brett
Carty won in straight sets, 6-3, 6-1, to com¬
plete the team victory at 6-1. Brandeis, whose
only previous loss came at the hands of MIT,
is now 7-2 on the year.
“Brandeis was tough, they are a scrappy
bunch and always think they can win. We felt
they didn’t take us seriously...” said Danforth,
who attributes his growing success and

Continued on page 16

New Team
In Town
By ANDY STANTON

Sports Columnist
There’s a new team in town, here at Bates
College—Team Trustafarian. This is a fasci¬
nating squad whose membership is exploding
on campus. Numbers are up and enthusiasm
runs high, because this team has all the tools
needed to make a bona fide run for glory.
Who are these people, you ask? The mem¬
bers of team Trustafarian can be identified in
several ways. First, if you see someone driv¬
ing a jeep that has a “Be Green” sticker on the
back, you are looking at a member of this team.
Before you can make this lineup, you must
have an irresolvable conflict between your
personal style of dress and politics and the
degree to which you indulge yourself and your
love of material trappings. You may not shave
your armpits (if you are a woman), but you
must charge the gas you use to drive to class
every day on your parents’ Visa Gold.
Another prerequisite that must be satisfied
before you can join team Trustafarian relates
to your ability to dance. Simply stated, you
must have no rythym, and you must gyrate
your head and arms wildly to Phish and groups
that sound very much like Phish. You must
think this practice is ‘far out.’
It doesn’t stop with the dancing, people. Ac¬
cess to team Trustafarian is not that simple.
You must have a very ‘liberal’ philosophy aboutillegal drugs, and you must become incensed
when people suggest that you stop your use
of such substances. You consider it a ‘mind¬
expanding’ process, and no one will convince
you otherwise. You must, no questions asked,
support the legalization of marijuana. You
must unequivocally oppose this class-based
capitalist society that oppresses us all—how¬
ever, you must also receive little to no finan¬
cial aid, and you are required to spend your
break time in a tropical locale.
You must oppose the criminal justice sys¬
tem and its inherent biases—and when you
get arrested for underage drinking at a bar
on a school night, you must get out of the
charges using the services of (a) your father
the lawyer, (b) your mother the lawyer, or (c)
the lawyer employed by your father and/or
mother.
Yes folks, team Trustafarian is here to stay.
Making the cut and becoming a member of this
team is not easy, as we have seen. But the re¬
wards are great. When you run over a baby
seal in your SUV, hop out, and yell, “Save the
whales!”, you’ll know what it means to be a
true Trustafarian.

